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A PORTFOLIO: 


On doing scientific research, 
Anna Brito, and June Goodfield's 

An Imagined World 

Editorial Note 

How does a portfolio on scientific research fit the aims and purposes of a 
journal devoted to Portuguese-American literature and scholarship? This 
question would seem to be the most natural question to come to any of our 
readers' minds. Our answer: because Anna Brito, a Portuguese immunologist 
doing research in America, happens to have been June Goodfield's choice as 
subject for an account of the everyday life of a scientist. Goodfield, a writer
sociologist who followed Anna Brito closely for almost five years, has pro
duced a marvelous portrait of a' person who though engaged passionately in 
science, appears as a rather remarkable human being who happens to be a 
woman, a scientist, a Portuguese native, a creative artist with a broad interest 
in human issues, and, particularly, a poet. 

An Imagined World was and is still being reviewed extensively in publica
tions which range from the New York Review 0/Books, the Times Literary 
Supplement and the New York Times Book Review, to the Village Voice, 1 Ms. 
magazine,2 and the Wall Street Journal.3 Many have compared the book 
favorably with James Watson's The Double- Helix, and there has been 
expressed almost unanimous empathy with Anna Brito, the principal subject 
of the book. Other reviews will undoubtedly follow in professional journals in 
the sociology of science, the social sciences and related fields, but Govea
Brown wants to bring out still more of her. Beyond the creative scientist, we 
seek to uncover something more of the accomplished artist, the poet, the 
woman, the native Portuguese in a foreign land. 
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What have we discovered further about the "mystery of Anna Brito"? 
Perhaps that she is even more complex than presented in An Imagined World. 
Who is this Anna Brito, who originally, we were told, preferred to remain 
pseudonymous to stress that scientific enterprises are collective in nature, and 
who later offered reasons that had to do with her fear that she would be seen 
mistakenly as a self-promoter? (Scientists generally resent the slightest signs of 
"carlsaganism", as one reviewer points out. 4) Who is this person whose real 
name remains--not unpublished, since she has published more than a hundred 
scientific papers in professional journals under it, but separate from that of 
Anna Brito? We have learned much: Anna Brito is more than a pseudonym. 
She is a heteronym. Vieira do Canto Maia is still another heteronym. Iden
tified as "a free-lance writer in New York," this person contributes two pieces 
to this issue. One of them is a biographical note on Anna Brito, in which we 
are told about her upbringing in Portugal, her early piano lessons and the dif
ficulties her small hands caused her when playing Gounod's "Ave Maria"; of 
an all but finished degree in Piano at the Conservat6rio Nacional; of listening 
seriously to Hindemith in group;S of a traditional magister dixit Portuguese 
university in Medical School; of conflicts between the wonderful Portuguese 
habit of getting-together during long evenings to talk over world affairs and 
the latest in arts and letters, and the scientist's need for solitude; of later life in 
Glasgow and the U.S., learning to distinguish jam for marmalade. In the se
cond piece, an interview, we learn, among other things, of her conflicts with 
some of the Portuguese idiosyncrasies, particularly with one she shares and 
appreciates--a preocupation with imagination ("the greatest Portuguese ap
titude for sience is imagination," "simultaneously a weakness and a 
strength, "6) which prevents her from identifying totally with Portugal's in
tellectual and scientific climate. It may be humanely warm, colorful, 
learned-the ideal is "to live a conversationable life7"~but it does not permit 
the creation of an atmosphere conducive to the hard work required by scien
tific research nor to the psychological preparation for the life of hardship and 
endurance which comes with it. But once Portuguese always Portuguese, and 
home is always home. Thus, in a poem, "The Lament of the 'Immigrated,'" 
written, interestingly, in Portuguese. we learn of pain resulting from her 
choice to remain an immigrant, her decision to stay away from her land of sun 
and blue skies. It is given here in English translation: 

Oh, John 
this green 
this sea-gray 
this artichoke-purple 
these azaleas 
these warm creeks 
these white stones 
these dark walls 
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these closed houses 
these chestnut trees 
these white walls 
these dark church towers 
these people 
the people we are and are no longer 
this constant leaving 
this land we come from and can only visit 
thi3 being and not being 
these good byes 
my Father crying 

Oh, John 
the hurting 
the hurting of this, our chosing.8 

The attentive reader will notice that there seem to be two Annas: one Por
tuguese (Ana), another English (Anna). Two hetenonyms? One jam, a second 

, marmalade? Fernando Pessoa, the great Portuguese poet, who spun himself 
out in a series of heteronyms, looms large among her intellectual companions. 

Gdvea-Brown decided to enrich this portfolio on scientific research with 
essays on Goodfield's book from three points of view: those of the 
philosopher of science, the biologist, and the sociologist of science. Since it 
was decided to print each contribution in its original language, the full ap
preciation of the portfolio remains reserved to those readers who are bilingual 
in Portuguese and English. The cartoon hero Dennis the Menace once said that 
a "bilingual" is someone who can say the same thing twice and you only 
understand it once. The rule not to translate is Gdvea-Brown's. It has not been 
enforced to add to "the mystery of Anna Brito." 

M. F. Perutz fears for the romantic, idealistic, and poetic mind of Anna 
Brito. Obviously, since she does not fit his "respectable" view of the scientist, 
he misses the importance of her womanhood (a strong factor in her behavior, 
even if she does deny gender to imagination, as she appears to do in the poem 
which opens this portfolio) and of her identity as a Southern European, a Por
tuguese, an artist, and a poet. In today's scientific world "Anna of the 
Spirits," as the reviewer and biochemist Candace Pert calls her, is a welcome 
denial of the stereotype. And it is this Anna, the inspirational subject of An 
Imagined World, that Gdvea-Brown is pleased to present here in depth and in 
multi-dimension. 

O.T.A. 

Notes 


1 Vol. 26 (April 1981), p. 38. 


2 Vol. 10 (July 1981), p. 28" 
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3 Vol. 197 (May 26, 1981), p. 32, and Vol. 198 (Dec. 2, 1981), p. 28. 

4 Candace Pert, "Anna of the Spirits," Science 81, Vol. 2 (March 1981), pp. 110-113. 

S Who would have guessed it? Nobel laureate M. F. Perutz, who finds her naive and romantic 
for a scientist, would be the first one surprised at her inclusion of the great craftsman, the anti
romantic Hindermith. in her list of musical preferences. See his review of An Imagined World, 
"Iron Lady," London Review ofBooks (September 17-30, 1981), pp. 8·9. 

6 This issue, pp. HO, and 108. 

7 The expression is quoted from the navigational diary of Pero Lopes de Sousa (lS3()"IS32), an 
explorer of Brazilian rivers and·colonizer. 

8 Original Portuguese in this issue, p.I20. 



A Most Forgotten Thing: 
The Biology of Imagination 

"In the abismal ignorance 
of the biology of imagination 

many squashed XX chromosomes 
shall, one day, be found 

under the unpublished silence of women" 

(for O. A.) 

Anna Brito 

We forget 

that words 

unlike cells 

differentiate in the bodies of men 

with no antigens 

telling their sex of origin; 

that word squashes 

unlike cell squashes 

shall yield no visible chromosomes 

under microscopes; 

that love, 

in print, 

shall remain the permanent symbol 

of expressed human feeling 

but noone from reading it 

will know I-she wrote it 

you-he wrote it 

Auden in love with it wrote it 

Byron in love with thee wrote it. 
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For only a few among all male and female creatures 
carry wombs on their shoulders 
and their words, 
unlike their cells, 
shall shed no telling antigens 
shall hear no visible chromosomes, 
their words like their thoughts 
shall keep multiplying helplessly 
into poem 
into prose 
at dawn 
at night 
behind drawn curtains 
in the bath 
in the bed 
waiting for the bus 
watching the bank managers 
and the ways of other devourers 

multiplying helplessly 
into theories 
we all shall share 
for the most part, unaware, 
until the day, 
in nuclear horror, 
we all shall die; 
words forever silenced 
chromosomes forever damaged 
a few intact molecules scattered 
perhaps 
among ashed bones 
holding on to futile telephones. 

March, S 



The Mystery of Anna Brito 


Philip L. Quinn 

Most people these days know about science only through its products. 
Some of them are the gadgets we use without understanding how or why they 
work. Others are the theories we read about in textbooks and popular 
magazines without understanding how or why they were created. Behind the 
products, almost invisible, are their producers, the scientists, remote figures in 
white coats. In the popular imagination, they tend to be seen through 
stereotypes and regarded with ambivalence. Like Dr. Frankenstein, they seem 
to be both creators on a grand scale and transgressors against a sacred order. 
Contemporary biologists, probing the secrets of life and death, are particularly 
likely to evoke responses of awe mingled with fear. 

In reality, of course, a scientist's life and work are at once more humdrum 
and more interesting than the mythological imagery suggests. Such things 
ought to be better understood, and it is to June Goodfield's credit that she has 
attempted in several books to aid our comprehension of how science gets done 
now. A sense of what contemporary biological research work means to those 
who engage in it is what Goodfield tries to capture in a fascinating new book 
called An Imagined World: A Story o/Scientific Discovery.} In order to write 
this book, Goodfield spent five years observing close up the trials and tri
umphs of a ,ingle research group directed by a biologist, called 'Anna Brito' in 
the book to preserve her anonymity. One gets the impression that Goodfield 
and Brito began by liking one another and developed a great deal of mutual 
respect, trust and admiration over the years. This enabled Goodfield to obtain 
tapes and letters which tell a fascinating story about a process of scientific 
discovery and reveal an impressive amount about the thoughts and feelings of 
an unusually creative scientist. . 
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Brito seems to have begun the collaboration with the aim of showing that 
individuality has little importance in science. She says: "At the beginning I 
wanted us all to be anonymous as a symbolic expression of the fact that, in the 
long run, what each of us is likely to do will not be remembered as the great in
dividual achievement of John or Mary. Very few names will be remembered in 
fifty or a hundred years, and probably none in a thousand" (p. 212). It is as if 
we are invited to think of the edifice of scientific knowledge as a great 
cathedral whose individual builders are soon to be forgotten. Brito's initial 
focus was on the "day-by-day brickwork" (p.ix) of mouse bites, mouse stinks, 
noisy deep freezes, sterile bottles, Petri dishes, hypodermics, pipettes and 
sterile syringes that comprise the elaborate infrastructure without which very 
little of the complicated experimentation typical of biology today would be 
possible. Goodfield portrays this infrastructure at work quite vividly by 
describing the sights and sounds of a laboratory at night, with machines conti
nuing the experiments when most of the scientists have gone home for the day 
(pp. 12-14). 

But descriptions of automated instrumentation would quickly grow dull, 
and so Goodfield soon moves on to discuss the scientific problems Brito's 
group were trying to solve and how they attacked them. Hypotheses are pro
posed, and experiments are done to test them. Puzzling experimental results 
suggest new problems; Brito responds by dreaming up additional hypothetical 
mechanisms which might explain those results; and further experimental tests 
then have to be made. Goodfield describes the process informally but precisely 
and manages to convey both some of its scientific content and a sense of the in
tellectual excitement those involved in it felt. 

While this process goes on, Anna Brito is putting on record her own 
thoughts and feelings with extraordinary candor. At times she feels self-doubt: 
"Now that I'm going to give big lectures, do I, in fact, have anything to talk 
about?" (p. 47). When her papers are rejected by journals, she gets depressed : 
"Sometimes life is brilliant insight, and sometimes it is papers getting turned 
down again and again and again" (p. 55). On one occasion, she admits to be
ing frightened for the first time: "Frightened of making a mistake, of being 
wrong, and that is terrible; it is just terrible" (p. 165). On another occasion, 
she feels intellectually isolated: "Do you know what I would like most of all as 
a Christmas present? The knowledge that someone, somewhere, in the 
world-just one person would do-is thinking along the same lines. Just one 
person" (p. 178). And there are continuing worries about the failure of her 
grant applications to win funding: "You have to be able to talk to someone 
you trust without being made to feel a fool or inferior because you haven't got 
a grant, and yet these crazy years, which were the most scientifically fruitful of 
my life, are almost totally unfundable as American science is practiced" (pp. 
224-225). Yet there are moments of discovery that count as compensation. 
Having gotten a reproducible result, she is elated: "I am so excited about it 
that I am bursting. It doesn't allow me to sleep at night" (p.60). Reflecting on 
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the rewards of making a scientific discovery, she exclaims: "The mystery. 
When you do an experimentg that proves your point. That is the orgasmic mo
ment. It is an exciting and most intimate moment" (p. 230). In short, Brito's 
scientific work seems to evoke in her the mixture of enthusiasm, joy, anxiety 
and frustration that typically characterizes the inner lives of creative people in 
all walks of life. If Goodfield had been able to show us no more than this, she 
would still have drawn for us a picture of science being done with a human 
face. 

But in many ways Anna Brito is not a typical scientist, and perhaps the 
most fascinating aspect of Goodfield's story is what it tells us about what 
makes Brito special. She was born and raised in Salazar's Portugal. By the 
time she studied geometry in secondary school, she had already developed a 
passion for scientific thinking. She exclaims: "That lot, on those Greek 
islands, who invented the triangles and spent all those years ... just thinking'" 
(p. 8). Since earning a medical degree, she has had to live away from Portugal, 
in Britain and the United States, in order to have the opportunity to do 
biological research on the frontiers of science. She shows signs of having an 
unusually sharp and vivid visual sense, which must have something to do with 
her success in making scientifically fruitful observations; her first scientific 
discovery was the result of looking through a microscope with a fresh eye and 
seeing something nobody had noticed before. Throughout the book she is 
quoted as illustrating points with apt references to works of visual art by such 
people as Henry Moore (p. 14), Max Ernst (p. 39), Salvador Dali (p.39). 
Whistler (p. 54), Renoir (p. 60) and Picasso (p. 232) as well as to striking 
natural scenes such as the forms of flat black stones on the top of a mountain 
in Province (p. 70) and the clarity of whitewashed houses and blue skies in St. 
Barbara de Nexe (p. 150). Sharp sight and the ability to transform what is seen 
into food for thought shapes both her scientific work and her more general 
reflections on science and culture. These general reflections are articulate, wit
ty, sometimes astringent, and usually insightful; they are also illuminated by 
frequent allusions to music, poetry and theater. Here we see the thoughts of no 
narrow specialist but of a capacious mind at home in a variety of cultural 
forms. 

Yet, beneath all this, one catches glimpses of pain and of regret at oppor
tunities foregone and sacrifices made. One reviewer describes her as a woman 
scientist of the old school for whom the laboratory "is her cloister; her voca
tion, like that of a nun, is all consuming," and speculates that her Iberian 
heritage, "where, for a woman, a religious vocation was one of the few accep
ulble alternatives to marriage," accounts in part of this.2 I, however, sense 
something darker and more troubling implicit in the way Brito talks about 
herself. Describing her scientific training in England, she says: "It is like 
sculpture. The scientist I am today has been carved down from the person I 
was. Cut, cut, cut; all the extraneous mess cut right away" (p. 29). Images of 
amputation and, perhaps, mutilation come immediately to mind. Brito tries to 
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characterize the disparity between how she appears to others and how she sees 
herself in this fashion: "I am a young face in a young body in a young form, 
laughing and happy all the time. But really I'm an old woman inside, old from 
so many experiences. I still resonate to the' purity. and the clarity. I'm a 
mathematical formula, and I long to die" (p. 149). Apparently there is a 
wound here so painful that at times death seems an attractive way out. Some 
passages hint at sexual troubles: "The longing is vaginal and naked. Saying, 
like Anne Sayre, that Rosalind Franklin's sacrifice was not to have children. 
Rubbish!" (p. 65). Others suggest more general emotional difficulties: "There 
is no time or space in this city for emotion that paralyzes, for emotion that 
hurts. No time for ecstasy, just not time orspace in this city" (p. 152). These 
motifs are, perhaps, best woven together in this interchange between Brito and 
Goodfield: 

"You know I've spoken a great deal about making love and making 
understanding. Well, now I really know the difference. Love is light, warmth, and com
fort. Understanding is just light." 

"I could never be a scientist," I told her. 
"Why not?" 
"Because I don't have the inner strength. I need warmth". 
"I am glad you said that. I'm glad you recognize the problem for what it is" 

(p. 148). 

The sense of loss and sacrifice communicated in this fragment of conver
sation is almost palpable. But what exactly was the sacrifice? Here stands 
revealed the mystery of Anna Brito. 

One reviewer is uncomfortable with the revelation. He says: "The curtain 
is parted and the reader has a sense of being a voyeur, learning things that 
should only be revealed to friends or in some cases only to the self."3 I 
disagree. Though it must have required courage and trust on Brito's part to 
open herself up to Goodfield in th~s manner and to allow the result to go into 
print, the mystery is treated with delicacy and reserve. I am not inclined to 
cheapen it by applying the categories of psychological or sociological theories 
in the vain and vulgar hope that they could produce in me a better understan
ding of Brito's predicament than she herself has and expresses. But I think we 
have here a striking and singular biographical example of what a scientific 
vocation may demand from a person and of the price a person may willingly 
pay to satisfy the passion for doing scientific work. And surely Brito would be 
right to suppose we could not really understand her life in science unless we 
were allowed some glimpse like this into its deeper and darker human dimen
sions. 
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I approached the story of Anna Brito hoping to learn something about the 
world she had imagined and the discoveries she had made; I was looking for a 
case study which would help me to test philosophical generalizations about the 
process of scientific discovery. I found that and something more too--a pain
fully honest and often moving account of a life wholly devoted to the scientific 
enterprise. Anna Brito's very special personal odyssey remains more deeply 
engraved in my memory than her scientific discoveries. But perhaps this is all 
to the good, though it may not be precisely what Brito and Goodfield intended 
when they undertook their collaboration, for it seems to me that we need 
biographical in addition to philosophical insight if we aspire to under
stand scientists as well as the things they do and make. 

Notes 

1 June Goodfield, An imagined World: A Story ofScientific Discovery. Harper & Row, New 
York. 1981. Pages references to this work will be made parenthetically in the body of the text. 

2 Vivien B. Shelanski. "A Walk into Science, tt Science, Technology & Human Values, Vol. 6. 
No. 36 (Summer 1981) pp. 135-136. 

3 Harold J. Morowitz, "Review of An imagined World," Smithsonian, Vol. 12, No.4 (July 
1981) pp. 135-136. 



An Imagined World: A Sociological 
Perspective 

"To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old 
problems from a new angle requires creative imagina
tion and marks real advances in science." 

Albert Einstein 

Frances Cook Macgregor 

An Imagined World is not a story of the glamor of scientific discovery. It 
is one of the endless hours, days, months and even years of laborious and 
meticulous work, of loneliness, self-doubt, and discouragement, of false 
starts, repetitions of experiments and dead ends, of occasional moments of 
high excitement, of the skepticism of one's peers, that so often characterize the 
search for answers to complex questions. In the case of Anna Brito, a scientist 
at work, whom June Goodfield follows in this book, the search was for 
answers to the questions how and why cells of the lymph system go around and 
how this relates to cancer in human beings. The focus of attention in this story 
is on the process of scientific research. But, as it turns out, the process was in 
the hands of a person singularly gifted with creative imagination. 

When Goodfield selected a scientist to follow in order to describe the 
"process" of scientific research, she did not know (nor probably did Anna 
Brito) that it would also include rare insights into the dimensions of creativity. 
In addition, it would demonstrate the difference between the average artisans 
of research and the creative scientist - a difference that, among many other 
elements, is the ability to make sense of a phenomenon by asking the right 
questions; by finding a problem, rather than engaging in problem solving. 

This is what Anna Brito did. About the immuno-deficiency in Hodgkin's 
disease on which she was working, she asks: "Where do the white blood cells 
go?" And later, with an intiuitive leap, she connects aspects others had assum
ed to be unconnected and asks: "What is the relationship of iron to cells of the 
lymph system?" 
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Those concerned with the personality characteristics of creative scientists 
will find in Anna Brito many of the ingredients that go into the making of a 
creative mind. For example: a searching curiosity, the capacity to be puzzled 
by the obvious, originality, motivation and the passionate desire to solve a 
problem, innovativeness, nonconformity, perseverance, independence with 
respect to cognition and judgement, and intellectual and emotional commit
ment. 

While these are the "givens" for the creative scientist and in turn for the 
scientific process and the product, there is yet a fourth dimension - the exter
nal or situational factors that are strongly correlated with fostering or hinder
ing creativity. Although these latter are not major concerns of this book, we 
nevertheless are able to see in microcosm, for the one who is peculiarly gifted, 
something of the precarious nature of pursuing science in our society today. 

For the most part, medical research in our country is conducted in ins
titutional and bureaucratic settings and largely funded by federal government 
and private agencies. Although a good deal of lip service is given to promoting 
creativity; the individual with exceptional talents is faced with requirements 
and constraints that frequently do more to impede than to promote his or her 
work. There are, for instance, the demands for quick results and impatience 
with long-term projects. Energies are diverted to meet the institution's 
pressures for findings and publications, with quantity the measure of achieve
ment rather than quality. And in the struggle to do one's work, there are the 
administrative and teaching duties, the endless task of writing grant proposals 
to support the research and the disruptive effects on productivity and morale 
generated by changes in directors or administrators, accompanied as they fre
quently are by new directives, new philosophies, new staffs, and spatial rear
rangements. But the overriding sense of insecurity and anxiety of all, is the 
matter of funding. This is, as Brito observed, the "Sword of Damacles." For, 
unless grant proposals are prepared, submitted, and funded, neither 
laboratory, staff, nor work can be maintained, no matter how close to a 
breakthrough one might be. 

Although the problem of funding for research is a common one for 
scientists, for the creative investigator who needs the freedom to pursue 
original and daring ideas obtaining grants is especially difficutl. Most granting 
agencies, goverment ones in particular, are wary of taking what they consider 
as chances especially on one who, because he/she is'creative, does not fit 
solidly into the mainstream of investigators and whose ideas seem, as they did 
to some of Pasteur's and Einstein's contemporaries, to be quite mad. Indeed, 
to avoid risk-taking, most agencies require of applicants that in their grant ap
plications they clearly outline, in advance, not only the research problem, but 
the expected outcome as well. For the creative scientist this is an impediment 
of major proportions for, if work is to be creative, it can neither be predeter
mined nor guided by precise foresights. Moreover, to advance knowledge, 
there must be room to explore, to be puzzled by the unexpected, and to follow 
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one's hunches. The audacious innovator therefore, runs the continuing risk of 
being passed over by the committees in control of one's destiny in favor of 
"safer" proposals and known grantees and, no less dispiriting, "approved but 
not funded." 

The Mind Is An Enchanting Thing 

is an enchanted thing 
like the glaze on a 

Katy-did wing 
subdivided by sun 
til the nettings are legion 

Like Gieseking playing Scarlatti 

Marianne Moore 

There is an urgent national need today for excellence and creativity and 
for the use of man and woman power to its highest potential. But there is little 
evidence that our society is making a concerted effort to discover and nurture 
these qualities. Indeed, within our bureaucratic systems which are the 
hallmarks of both government and private institutions, not only is little being 
done to encourage creative imagination but, by insisting on strict adherence to 
policy, rules, and regulation, it is being stifled. 

As a medical sociologist whose professional life has been spent in 
medical centers, my active interest in ways of identifying and nurturing those 
individuals with the potential for creative imagination goes back to the 1960s 
while teaching social science to college nursing students In a large medical 
center in New York City. At that time, the nursing profession was marked 
both by a noticeable weakness in nursing r:esearch and an urgent need for 
qualified investigators. If, as it seemed to me, nursing was to produce nurse 
scientists and make the advances essential to any profession in a rapidly chang
ing world, there was a vital need to tap and cultivate early the minds of those 
who might have the potential for research and creativity. 

The average education program was then, and still is, largely geared to 
developing practitioners who can adjust smoothly to an institutional setting 
and to routinized divisions of labor. The orientation is toward immediate 
achievement of practical aims in relation to patients and situations. The en
vironment is highly structured and authoritarian. It emphasizes attention to 
specific individuals, procedures, and things rather than ideas; to action rather 
than reflection; to quick decisions rather than speculation. In sum, the type of 
training regarded as mandatory for producing competent practitioners pro
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vides little or no opportunity for the discovery or development of those who 
might be creative. 

Despite these strictures, I had observed that in almost every class there 
were a few atypical students who manifested some of the characteristics of an 
imaginative and research-minded person. They were analytically minded, 
more preoccupied with ideas and temperamentally more suited to dealing with 
these than working at the bedside. They were the students who questioned 
policies, annoyed instructors by asking "why?", and who dared to suggest 
alternatives to established procedures. I noted also that, by the time they were 
graduated or had spent a few years in practice, whatever enthusiasm and 
capacity they may' have had for independent and original thinking had either 
become muted or entirely dissipated. Whether they remained in nursing or left 
it, nursing was the loser. 

Working on the premise that what was crucial for needed breakthroughs 
in medicine and nursing is the early identification and training of the excep
tional student, I proposed and eventually conducted, an experimental program 
having two main objectives: to devise (1) ways of identifying those senior 
students who might have creative imagination and the potential for scientific 
research, and (2) methods by which this potential might be systematically 
developed. 

Initially this proposal was met with less than enthusiasm by ad
ministrators, faculty and the granting agency, l the major reason being that 
such selection and training were more appropriate for graduate nurses of 
greater maturity and experience and "post-masters" students. But this, I pro
tested, might be too late for the unlearning of old and prescientific patterns of 
thinking after years of training and practice in the cultivation of a therapeutic 
approach. As for the immaturity of the students, the history of scientific 
creativity is replete with examples of youthful achievers: Galileo, 18, when he 
developed the pendulum; Pascal, 16 when he wrote of conic sections; Jenner, 
19 when he first considered the scientific possibilities concerning cowpox.2 

Nor, coming down to the present time, was it by chance that the modal age at 
which eminent social, biological, and physical scientists decided on science as a 
career was during the last two years of college.3 

It is neither the purpose nor within the scope of this paper to describe the 
project which has conducted for four consecutive years with a total of 19 
students.4 It is enough to point out that the results more than justified our time 
and efforts. But more important, the records of achievement since then, e.g. 
Ph.D.s, university professorships, inventions and publications have been pro
of positive that by being alert to, and encouraging the young among us who 
are creative, society has much to gain. But society also has an obligation: to see 
to it that the working scientists, such as Anna Brito, who may seem visionary 
and impractical and to some even "crazy" are neither consciously nor un
consciously oppressed, else what sparks or untrammelled thoughts may be in 
their minds may never come to light. 
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2 Camac, C.N.B., ed. Classics of Medicine and Surgery. New York, Dover Publications, 
1959. 

3 Roe, Anne. "A Psychological Study of Eminent Psychologists and Anthropologists and a 
Comparison with Biologial and Physical Scientists." In Social Structure and Personality: A 
Casebook. Yehudi A. Cohen. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961. p. 220. 

4 This may be found in detail in Macgregor, Frances Cooke, "Research Potential in Col
legiate Nursing Students; Developing a Research Attitude and Creative Imagination A 
Preliminary Report," Nursing Research 13:3 Summer 1964, pp. 259-264 from which I have drawn 
for this discussion. 

For more details of the results of the project see Macgregor, Frances Cooke, "Talent 
Salvage in Nursing: Report of an Experiment, Nursing Outlook, August 1968, pp. 33-37. 



A Biochemist's View of June Goodfield's 
An Imagined World 

Frank G. Rothman 

Carrying out biological and medical research in the second half of the· 
twentieth century is a complex enterprise. In An Imagined World: A Story of 
Scientific Discovery, June Goodfield, a historian and philosopher of science, 
attempts to "record one piece of scientific history" by following the research 
of a Portuguse-born immunologist, referred to by the pseudonym Anna Brito, 
on an almost daily basis for a five year period. Goodfield set herself a very am
bitious undertaking, In order to present the process of scientific research, and 
to try to give the reader a feel for the essence of scientific creativity, she has 
also to explain the particular scientific endeavors which Anna was pursuing. 
The main theme of the book, the process of scientific discovery with all of its 
excitement and frustration, is interwoven not only with extensive explanations 
of the science involved, but also with the saga which was the life during these 
years of Anna Brito, a highly complex individual. 

Anna Brito's work centered on the function of lymphocytes, the white 
blood cells which comprise a crucial part of the immune system. These cells 
allow the body to distinguish between "self" and "nonself', , and are responsi
ble for the immune response which helps us to get rid of infectious and other 
"foreign" agents. Anna's early work showed that in certain experimental 
situations, a low lymphocyte count in the blood resulted not from their deple
tion in the entire body, but from their being "trapped" in the spleen. This 
discovery had important implications for the movement of lymphocytes dur
ing their normal period of maturation. It also led to novel hypotheses concern~ 
ing diseases in which lymphocyte counts in the blood are found to be low, such 
as Hodgkin's disease, a cancer of the human lymphatic system. 

June Goodfield presents the necessary information about cellular im
munology, Hodgkin's disease, and other scientific areas with very few 
mistakes and with considerable thoroughness. As a scientist in a related field, I 
am probably a poor judge of the effectiveness of these explanations for the 
nonscientist reader. My guess is that they add up to too much, particularly in 
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the later chapters which describe various ramifications of Anna's work. 
Although each passage is clearly presented, many readers may become super
saturated and not make the effort to keep the various hypotheses and suppor
ting data clearly in mind. This, in turn, will diminish their appreciation for the 
scientific process being elucidated. 

While An Imagined World is generously peppered with scientific explana
tions, it is also permeated by the personality of Anna Brito. She rejected a 
traditional role as a wife and mother in Portugal to pursue a scientific career in 
the United States. She characterizes her life as a conflict between her demands 
on herself as a "lion" scientist, and her personal needs, referred to as "the 
lamb in her." The latter is not well described. I do not pretend to understand 
Anna fully, as indeed she says I cannot, being unfamiliar with the writings of 
Neruda. Nevertheless, I am left with the feeling that many of her professional 
trials and tribulations, though faced by most scientists, are exacerbated by her 
personality. During the years that she achieves success, she becomes largely 
disillusioned with the contemporary scientific scene. In a very sad passage 
toward the end of the book, Anna writes to June Goodfield of losing her 
naivete, and becoming cynical. She entered science believing that research was 
a shared human enterprise in which what was paramount was the communal 
effort to understand the world around us, not the drive for great individual 
achievement. Instead she discovered intense competition, self
aggrandizement, and concerns about fame and public image. She writes, 
"Everywhere in science the talk is of winners, patents, pressures, money. no 
money, the rat race, the lot: things that are so completely alien to my belief in 
the way of being human in a world threatened by natural and man-made 
disasters that I no longer know whether I can be classified as a modern scien
tist... ." Yet, on an optimistic note she remains determined to practice and 
teach science in a human and humane way. 

What then are the main features of the process of biological and medical 
research today which capture the life-long fascination of so many talented in
dividuals? In what ways are scientists creative, and how does this creativity 
relate to that of the artist? Is Anna's perception ofa scientific communityan
tithetical to human values an accurate portrayal? An Imagined World deals 
with its subject in an intense but unsystematic manner. A kaleidoscopic picture 
is presented in which disparate ideas and attitudes appear. I have personally 
encontered many of these in my twentyfive years as a research 
biochemist/molecular biologist. Both Anna Brito and June Goodfield have 
marvelous flashes of insight about the scientific enterprise. That contradictory 
views are presented in the book is not surprising since a number of scientists 
are quoted, and scientists pride themselves on independent thinking. I shall ex
amine the main themes of this book not only from Anna Brito's experience, 
but also from my own. 

Modern biology is an experimental science, not merely a descriptive one, a 
fact which Anna assimilated during her training in London in the middle nine
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teen sixties. Although the starting point for most biological investigations is 
the observation of some phenomenon exhibited by living organisms, the in
vestigator soon moves to an analytical approach by formulating a hypothesis 
which can explain the phenomenon. Anna points out the generally accepted 
idea that alternate hypotheses are preferable to a single one, so that if a 
hypothesis is proven to be wrong, the investigator is not too disappointed. 
Another way of saying this is that it is important not to fall in love with one's 
hypothesis. 

One of the creative acts of a scientist is the formulation of hypotheses 
which can explain the phenomenon in question, are in accord with the 
established information in the field, and are testable by experiment. The last 
property is crucial, and allows the "working hypothesis" to be the framework 
of the scientist's experimental work. A second area of creative scientific 
endeavor is the design of critical experiments. As Goodfield points out, critical 
experiments can disprove hypotheses, but not prove them. If the results are in 
agreement with the prediction of a hypothesis, they serve to strenghten it, but 
the possibility always remains that additional results will force abandonment 
or modification of the hypothesis. 

An important feature of scientific research, not found in most fields of 
endeavor, is the formal exchange of information through articles published in 
peer-refereed journals. A well-written scientific paper will begin by stating the 
question to be investigated and indicating its significance. One or more 
hypotheses are then posed. The materials and methods used in the experiments 
are presented in sufficient detail to allow others to repeat the experiments, 
thereby verifying the results. The results are then reported, usually as tables, 
graphs and photographs, as well as text. Finally the results and their 
significance are discussed. When the manuscript is submitted to the journal 
chosen by the author(s), the editor sends it to two referees who are experts in 
the field. After reviewing the manuscript, each referee recommends acceptance 
or rejection for publication. Often acceptance with revisions is recommended. 
If the two referees disagree, a third is usually consulted. The referees' com
ments are sent verbatim to the author, but the anonymity of the referees is 
usually maintained. 

In An Imagined World, Anna has her share of papers rejected as well as 
accepted. The rejections probably added to her feelings about unfairness and 
competition in science. As I know from personal experience, it is very 
discouraging to have a manuscript rejected, and one's initial reaction is often 
anger at those "stupid, biased" referees. However, when I reread their com
ments the next day, I often see their point. I have heard rumors of abuses of 
the refereeing system, e.g., the use of information from the manuscript by the 
referee prior to its publication to further his/her own research, or the inten
tional delay of publication of a paper so that the referee, who often works in 
the same field, can "scoop" the author and publish first. Such abuses, if they 
exist, must be extremely rare. In my experience, the referee system has two 
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positive effects. It helps to maintain a certain degree of quality in the journals 
(not high enough, in my opinion). In addition, many published papers are 
substantially improved by revisions based on referees' suggestions. 

Scientists comunicate not only through published papers, but also by at
tending conferences, which provide opportunities for formal presentations as 
well as informal, private exchanges. When a new area of biology (e.g., lym
phocyte function) begins to open up, there may be only a few laboratories pur
suing related investigations. As information begins to be published, they are 
likely to be joined by others. Goodfield captures the process nicely: "By 1971 
all the real groundwork had been done. Many scientists had seen the facts and 
conceived new experiments that extended from the initial observations. So a 
small invisible college began to form, of scientists bound together by a com
mon curiosity about the subject of lymphocytes, their movements and popula
tions." One of the pleasures of being a scientist is to attend a conference of 
"an invisible college" of which one has become a "member". Here scientists 
who have read each other's work, but often meet for the first time, can discuss 
their ideas and unpublished data, as well as compare experimental tricks of the 
trade. The extent to which participants share or withhold unpublished infor
mation varies from field to field and from individual to individual. Over the 
past fifteen years I have noticed a deterioration in openness. This trend coin
cides with a tightening of federal support for basic research and a sharp 
decrease in the job market for young scientists. Priority in publication is very 
important in the establishment of a scientist's career, and scientists half-way 
through a two year project may not wish to help others pursuing very similar 
experiments if the end result is that they themselves will be "scooped". The 
diminution in free communication is a sad, though understandable develop
ment, and has at times made me share Anna's disillusionment. But many of 

. us, particularly those who have secure jobs, try to buck the tide and continue 
to share information freely because it is likely to advance the work and because 
doing science that way is much more fun. Priority can be shared by joint 
authorship, or "back-to-back" publications in the same journal if two in
vestigators find that they have independently gone the same route. 

The recent "explosion" of research in genetic engineering which has forg
ed alliances between academic institutions and industry will, I am afraid, lead 
to further curtailment of discussion of work in progress, at least in that very 
exciting field. Industrial firms are willing to fund basic research in universities 
and medical schools in exchange for patent rights. While the universities are 
correctly insisting on the right of publication in the open literature for their 
faculty members, some companies are negotiating a delay of a month or two 
for manuscript submission, during which they can review the results and sub
mit patent applications where appropriate. Scientists funded under contracts 
of this sort will, it seems to me, be severely limited in discussing their results 
prior to manuscript submission. Although it is inevitable that some university 
funding will be subject to these restrictions, I hope that projects involving 
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graduate students won't be, since in their formative years they profit maximal
ly from open science. 

A recurring theme inAn Imagined World is the slowness with which other 
scientists accept Anna's working hypotheses, for which supporting data have 
not yet been obtained. Anna seems hypersensitive, even vulnerable to this 
situation. She characterizes as "the most miserable time of all" when "the 
hunch is stronger than the observation." But it is appropriate, even required, 
for scientists to keep an open mind until the data is in. Anna claims that she 
doesn't mind skepticism, but objects if hypotheses that buck current trends are 
not listened to at all. This is a reasonable complaint. But often Anna seems too 
much in love with her hypotheses for my taste. One episode is revealing. She 
presents her work at a conference, and it is not well received. A colleague 
points out that her entire hypothesis depends on the cells remaining viable 
under her experimental conditions, a point she had failed to establish. Only 
then does she proceed to do the critical control experiment. 

The need to obtain research grants to carry out her work is an important 
motif in Anna's career, as it is for all of us. With few exceptions, academic in
stitutions do not provide substantial research support for their faculty, but ex
pect them to obtain funds from outside agencies. In the past thirty years, by 
far the largest source of support for biomedical research in the United States 
has been the federal government, primarily through the National Institutes of 
Health (N.I.H.), although the (federal) National Science Foundation, and a 
number of private foundations, e.g., the American Cancer Society, have also 
played key roles. The N.I.H. grant system is as follows: the scientist, termed 
the principal investigator, prepares a proposal for submission by his/her home 
institution. If awarded, the money goes to the institution, which is legally 
responsible for its proper use by the principal investigator. The proposal has to 
include very specific and detailed plans for the experiments to be done. It is 
reviewed by a panel of the scientist's peers, who recommend approval or 
disapproval, and, for approved proposals, set a priority score. A second, ad
ministrative panel reviews the recommendations of the peer-review group. The 
final decision of what priority score is necessary for funding depends on the 
amount of money which Congress has appropriated. In the last fifteen years, 
as the biomedical research enterprise has grown faster than the N.I.H. 
budgets, an increasingly large number of scientists have had their applications 
"approved but not funded." Throughout An Imagined World Anna reports a 
seemingly endless number of her applications meeting this fate. In fact, it is 
not stated how she was able to build up and maintain a sizable research group 
without receiving grants. The research institute where she worked must have 
provided a substantial amount of support. Her failure to obtain funding may 
have bruised her ego, but was not fatal to her continuing her research as it has 
been for several of my colleagues. 

Be that as it may, I share Anna's dismay at the insistence of N.I.H. grant 
review panels on receiving a detailed preview of three to five years work in the 
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proposal. Basic research just doesn't work like that. One has to be guided by 
the results one obtains, and be free to follow unexpected leads. Moreover, 
"feasibility" has become a major criterion for funding, thereby discriminating 
against innovative proposals which may, however, be less likely to succeed. 
The "long shot" with an important end result fares less well that the sure thing 
of less importance. These weaknesses in the system have been discussed in the 
Letters column of the weekly journal Science, and elsewhere. Hopefully, 
remedies will be forthcoming. Meanwile, most of us who have grants "squir
rel" away a little money from them to do work on ideas that will not be funded 
until preliminary results indicating likelihood of success can be included in the 
grant proposal. But young investigators seeking their first grants do not have 
this avenue open to them. 

One of the joys of doing scientific research is the close professional and 
personal ties which are formed with colleagues, associates and students. Here 
Anna seems to have had a rich harvest, by her own account. She becomes good 
friends with Sebastian, a cell biologist in England, and Tien-Chun, a clinical 
pathologist who is expert in analysis of Hodgkin's disease, as well as with her 
own technician, Carolyn. Her group includes several valued postdoctoral 
trainees and graduate students, and the book offers ample evidence of a high 
esprit de corps in the lab, as well as a shared social life. Yet Anna feels that she 
is alone in the world. In a revealing passage she writes, "I've had no time for 
relationships other than close ones. Whether these go on to be expressed as 
love or just as blessing and binding friendships is immaterial. Both for me are 
a natural outcome of being alone and I have no time for superficiality. No 
time. " She likens the conflict between her personal and professional life to 
"the eternal problem of women in Science." June Goodfield then escalates 
this motif. "This, of course, is the eternal problem of anyone is science (italics 
hers). It yields its secrets only to single minded obsession, and at the end of the 
lonely day, the week, the year, or the decade one emerges from the laboratory 
into what, humanly speaking is a very empty place." I think this is a gross ex
aggeration. While it is true that many scientists do work with a single minded 
obsession, many others, including outstanding ones, lead full and happy per
sonal lives. The "round the clock" involvement pictured in An Imagined 
World is also not universal. The Nobel laureate biochemist Earl Sutherland 
practiced and advocated three months of fishing every summer to clear the 
mental decks for the rest of the year. 

The question of whether the best scientific ideas arise during solitary 
thought, as is claimed by one scientist in this book, is an interesting one. A 
number of scientific reminiscences support this view, and I like Goodfield's 
quote from Jules Henri Poincare, "Thought is only a flash between two long 
nights, but this flash is everything". But the genesis of Watson and Crick's 
model for the structure of DNA, described by James Watson in The Double 
Helix, provides at least one example of two keen minds collaborating to come 
up with a gem of insight. Anna describes the experience of spending hours 
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thinking together with Dr. B., a renowned immunologist, as a marvellous, 
liberating experience "because you know you are going somewhere." 

Other aspects of scientific research raised in An Imagined World which 
deserve comment are the special features of medical research, particularly the 
added urgency of work which may lead to improved therapy, and the dif
ficulties of getting certain types of normal tissue for necessary comparison to 
tissue surgically removed from patients. Goodfield shows keen insight in con
trasting clinical work and research. In the former, a doctor doesn't have to in
itiate, but to respond to the patient; in the latter, scientists have to start things 
up for themselves. This difference often causes problems when clinicians at
tempt basic research for the first time. 

Goodfield also uses some wonderful metaphors, such as Anna's "Stained 
Glass Window Lecture", so named because all scientists have these intriguing 
bits of information (like little pieces of colored glass) which they don't quite 
know to do with, until prompted by a new idea they select the ones that fit into 
a pattern. And the image of the director of Anna's lab, finally convinced of 
the promise of her work, begin to "smell, almost like a dog, the potential of a 
discovery, because he had the capacity to see the significance of it." 

Goodfield also compares aspects of creativity in science and art, a topic 
which has interested me for some time. A scientific article is the final product 
of the research, and its style enters into this discussion. Some scientists, in
cluding the distinguished immunologist Sir Peter Medawar, maintain that the 
accepted style conceals, and perhaps even misrepresents the individual human 
creativity which is at its source. The music of Mozart is clearly distinguishable 
from that of Britten, but two articles in Science, or its British counterpart 
Nature, are· not recognizable as personal expressions of different human be
ings. I think that this analysis is too extreme, and was pleased to find that in 
the final chapter of An Imagined World, Anna Brito agrees with me. In the 
best scientific articles, the thoroughness of the analysis and the fineness of the 
author's mind come through, .as do human touches which vary with in
dividuals. Moreover, although a Mozart symphony may be distinguishable as 
his, much of the creative activity that went into it, such as the discarded early 
versions, do not show up in the final product. Memoirs like An Imagined 
World which illuminate the creative process in science (or art) are useful and 
interesting. But I think that in great science as in great art, the final product is 
the masterpiece which is most revealing. For me, some classic scientific articles 
are like a Beethoven symphony or an EI Greco painting. I reread them from 
time to time, and find something new and refreshing. 



Nota Biografica sobre Ana Brito 


Vieira do Canto Maia 

A Dra. Ana Brito nasceu em Lisboa no Outono de 1939, ji/ha de mae 
lisboeta (jreguesia ie Santa Catarina) e de pai aroriano (jreguesia da Faja de 
Baixo). Ana e heter6nimo, Brito, nome da jamflia da Mae que, de outro 
modo, se dissiparia por os av6s matemos s6 terem tido ji/has,' 0 seu uso 
representa, portanto, 0 gesto Hquixotesco" de quem sabe ter a mulher igual 
responsabi/idade biol6gica na carga genetica que passa a ji/hos (ou ji/has), e 
assim poder restiluir a mulher 0 igual transmitir de nome, e tiO homem 0 

direito de que seu nome se nao sinta perdido por ter ji/has e nao ji/hos. 
Cresceu no Dajundo entre 0 Tejo e 0 piano da prima com quemaprendeu 

a tocar piano. Desse tempo lembra-se da dificuldade de tocar a .~ve Maria" 
de Gounod com maos pequenas, de nao querer aprender a ler, de brincar as 
jamflias com um menino da mesma idade, e de ler 0 Capuchinho Vermelho 
quando teve escarlatina. Aos 9 anos entrou para 0 Liceu Rainha D. Leonor, 
onde completou 0 curso liceal em 1956. Nesses sete anos aprendeu a apreciar 
casas velhas (0 liceu era entao no Paldcio da Junqueira), desenvolveu um raro 
gosto por andar de eMtrico, comerou a distinguir entre os que sabem e os que 
pretendem que sabem, sobreviveu a atmosjera exclusivamente jeminina da 
escola jazendo algumas amigas e decidiu entrar para a Faculdade de Medicina, 
depois de muito debater seguir Matemdtica. 

Jornadas didrias entre 0 Dajundo e 0 Hospital de Santa Maria nao eram 
jdceis em 1957; apercebeu-se pela primeira vez, nesses primeiros anos da 
Faculdade, de quanta gente, alem de seu Pai, comerava a trabalhar as 6 da 
manha. Frequentando ao mesmo tempo 0 Conservat6rio Nacional, teve a 
oportunidade de descobrir, por si s6, sempre s6, 0 Bairro Alto e a beleza das 
grandes casas vazias de tudo menos de mtisica. Nunca acabou 0 curso superior 
de piano, mas 0 ter de jrequentar 0 Conservat6rio contribuiu largamente para 
a sua apreciarao dos elevadores da cidade de Lisboa. Na Faculdade de 
Medicina aprendeu, como era sua obrigarao, coisas que satisjizeram 
javoravelmente 0 apetite voraz de examinadores nem sempre competentes. 
Duas grandes jascinar6es, nunca avaliadas por exame, tomaram jorma nessa 
altura: 1. a microscopia do momento dajecundarao do 6vulo; 2. ojazer de 
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perguntas em silencio, ao microscopio. Da companhia dos colegas jicaram 
cheiros de tabaco de cachimbo, a seriedade de ouvir Hindemith em grupo, 0 

tempo que se perde a conversar, 0 julgar-se apaixonado de quando se e novo, e 
um sabor a jutilidade da agita¢o politica ja/ada, de microjone, sem com
promisso de acriio e vida. Sabor, portanto, a tempos perdidos e ganhos, gosto 
pelo silencio das bibliotecas e a decisiio de jazer invest/gariio. Memorias das 
primeiras experiencias: provocar tumores no estfJmago de coelhos,' em parte 
por inspirariio do projessor com quem veio a jazer a tese, em parte pelos 
coe/hos, em parte pe/o co/ega com quem as jazia. Em Outubro de 1963, com
pletou 0 curso de Medicina em Lisboa e, na companhia do Petit Prince, partiu 
para Londres em 1964. Af, onde esteve ate 1966, mudou muito. Cientljica e 
humanamente evidenciaram-se os primeiros sinais de uma mudanra mais exac
tamente descrita pela distinriio entre a geleia e a compota. Um breve vo/tar a 
Portugal entre 1976 e 1967 resultou mal, e bem, porque decidiu Id niio jicar. 
Em 1967 tomou a primeira posi¢o de ensino em Imunologia, na UniveTSidade 
de Glasgow, onde se doutorou em 1971. Em terra de cinzentos aprendeu arco
iris pessoais, da mulher que comerou verdadeiramente a ser, e cientljicos, de 
ver hipoteses crescer por si proprias exigindo outras escolhas e outros paises. 
Assim, em, 1975, jez uma sabdtica nos Estados Unidos e, em 1976, para cd veio 
trabalhar deixando atrds um arco-iris, para so mais tarde se transjormar 
noutro, dejinitivo. 

Nos Estados Unidos, da compota que ainda era, reganhou 0 azedo e 0 

real sabor dos jrutos que detestam tudo 0 que e desumano no sistema 
capitalista (v. "Prayor for the hurricane men" e "Rewriting the book of Job 
with fountain pens', e, ao mesmo tempo, reconhecem que todos os sistemas 
humanos siio jaliveis (e tem jalhado) e que 0 mais importante e 0 que ficajeito 
"malgre tout" (v . . (fA Naive Picture of American History"). (Publicados a 
seguir) 

"Malgre elle-meme, "publicou, em 1981, um livro sobre a circulariio dos 
linjocitos e apercebeu-se recentemente de que tem 100 artigos dentif/cos 
publicados. Meteu-se-Ihe primeiro na cabera, depois nas pobres caberas de 
quem tem trabalhado com ela nos ultimos cinco anos, e recentemente noutras 
caberas, noutros paises, que hd um mundo a explorar na jronteira entre 0 

sistema imunologico e 0 sistema do metabolismo do jerro. 
Presentemente, sob injluencia do pensador portugues Agostinho da Silva, 

acredita tambem que hd um juturo de grande esperanra para a lingua por
tuguesa (v. Agostinho da Silva, Nova Renascen~a, Primavera de 1982), que 
um dos julcros desse juturo eo Porto, e que hd um numero sujiciente de bons 
imunologistas portugueses para alse comerar a construir 0 juturo pensado do 
pensador. Na hora em que este numero vai para 0 prelo, sente-se tal como se 
dizia Saint-Exupery em Dezembro de 1939: "Je ne suis ni vieux ni jeune. Je 
suis celui qui passe de la jeunesse a la vieillesse. Je suis quelque chose qui se 
jorme. Je suis un vieillissement (Saint Ex, Bcrits de Guerre, Gallimard, 1982). 
Niio tem automovel. 



Two Hurricane Poems 


Anna Brito 

1. Reassessment: Rewriting the book of Job with fountain pens 

Men of promise shall come 
men of unfulfilled promise shall go 
some to Oklahoma 
others to Heaven· 
for different promises 
through different roads 
to different ends in the names of different gods 
coming and going at the mercy of the decisions of other men 
imitating ancient gods 
in the making of life and death 
like devourers with unlike devourings: 
martial law 
letters of dis-appointment and guns 
hand grenades and calculated indifference. 
Rewriting the book of Job 
with fountain pens and shot guns 
deliberating hurricanes over the human sea 
sitting on Aeolian islands of power 
deciding 
which men 
for which promise 

·Started on the day of the assassination of president Sadat; fmished Dec. 29, 1981. 
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shall come 
and go 
and, if need be, 
shall 
die. 

2. Reconcilement: Naive picture of American history 
(in a letter from a naive observer) 

Sir, 
in my understanding, 
there were seas 
there were ships 
there were dawns 
there were nights 
there were hopes 
there were fights 
there were founding fathers 
there must have been founding mothers 
but you never hear of them 
there were thanks to be given 
spaces to be conquered 
turkeys to be eaten 
turnips 
slaves 
and indians. 
There were battles 
there were wars 
and, for some earlier reason, 
the slaves were blacks 
the indians were feared 
and the English were bores. 
There were declarations of equal rights 
and, for a while, 
there must have been only 
Christmas, lent, easter and independence day. 

Then, 

others came, 

and there were Irish 

there were Jews 
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there were Polish 
there were Russians 
now there are Chinese, Cubans and Vietnamese 
There is Zen 
There is Passover 
and no more walkover certain classes, certain colors 
On the contrary: 
there is Martin Luther King's birthday 
Veteran's Day 
St. Patrick's Day 
Memorial Day 
Father's Day 
Dominion Day 
United Nations Day 
Mother's Day 
All kinds of days , 
All kinds of nights and new years 
great emphasis on sex 
great technological achievements 
pictures of Saturn 
summer black outs in major cities 
shortage of water 
great opportunities 
to be rich 
to be famous 
to be known 
to be ignored 
to be poor 
to be murdered 
to be fired 
to be mugged 
to be robbed 
to be self-employed 
to be self-unemployed 
to be simply unemployed 
Great opportunities 
to be president 
to be taken hostage 
to be vice-president 
to be shot 
to have cancer 
to eat well 
to go to California and back 
or vice-versa 
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at a reasonable price 
and still wonder about the founding mothers 
and the fate of their most recent daughters 
still somehow unsettled 
pretty much like those blacks 
who, for some earlier reasons, were slaves 
pretty much like those indians 
who, for some earlier reasons, were feared, 
naturally and necessarily 
bodies to be tamed 
minds to be kept in reservations 
and only innocent arts, crafts and songs 
allowed to be shown, shared and heard 
and, nowadays, even invested in 
by the successful sons of the founding fathers 
and the godsons of some godfathers. 
Never too much talk about the mothers 
(except, of course, for Miss Lillian) 
or too much talk about daughters 
(~cept, of course, for Amy and the nuclear issue) 
Emily Dickinson, yes 
Margaret Mead, yes 
Anne Morrow Lindbergh, yes 
Lilian Hellman, yes 
Georgia O'Keefe, yes, 
but, per capita 
and, in comparison, for instance, with France, 
or the land of the founding fathers 
more of the others 
Betty Davis 
Mae West 
Gloria Swanson 
Brooke Shields 
Estee Lauder 
Ava Gardner 
Rita Hayworth 
Marilyn Monroe 
more of the ones to pin up on trucks 
and many, many more who made quilts 
stained glass workers of cloth 
building warmth before the advent of central heating. 

Great opportunities 

great opportunities 

to be ignored 
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if you are a creative woman 
And yet 
I hear 
Madame Yourcenar lives here 
and you may well wonder why 
of course no traditions to break 
still plenty of silence in the lakes. 
the freedom to write in French 
or Polish 
or Russian 
or Spanish 
or Portuguese 

Yes: Freedom. 
An inexplicable sense of freedom prevails 
even when you know 
subtle threatening chains are here 
invisible 
round your Christian surname or your feminine wrists 
invisible 
round your black neck or your hispanic accent 
But who is to fear the invisible 
when there is so much hope in the visible 
and such unlimited promise in the crucible? 

In conclusion 
and in my understanding, Sir 
there still are dawns 
there still are nights 
there still are fights 
many more obvious fathers than mothers 
no more registered slaves 
there still are Indians, turnips and turkeys 
and, all in all, Sir 
many good reasons for thanks to be given. 

Feb. 8, 1981 



Entrevista com Ana Brito 


Conduzida por Onesimo T. Almeida 

P 1. - A Investiga9§o cientlf/ca e uma actividade imensamente 
solita ria. Sente-a especia/mente? Ou sente-se bem nesse mundo do 
/aborat6rio? 

R. - Solitaria, sim; mas solidarla tambem. Solitaria na exig~ncia de 
ter de se estar s6, e se ser s6, no imaginar de uma idela nova; com ex
peri~ncias que exigem estar-se num laborat6rio a horas e dias em que 
outros e outras estarAo jantando, dormindo, conversando ou passean
do com suas famrlias ou amigos, solitaria na exig~ncia de isolamento 
dos outros, mas nAo das coisas. Portanto, solidaria. Solidaria com 
outros que nunca conheceremos, se as nossas ideias e nossos 
resultados nos sobreviverem e os vierem a tocar no campo cientifico 
ou de aplicaQAo; solidaria com a 'verdade' das coisas; tendo como 
'verdade' aquilo que um dia imaginado por um homem ou uma mulher 
s6, vem mais tarde a ser verificado e reproduzido experimental mente 
por todos os que se debn.!Qarem com a mesma atenQAo, e novas tee
nlcas, sobre 0 mesmo problema. 

Sinto-me de um modo geral bem, nesta solidaria experi~ncia de 
imaginar. Mas mesmo quando nAo slnto, " nAo tem fim I este meu ser 
asslm.,,1 

P 2. - Fa/a de vez em quando em Neruda e Bach. Escreve poesia. 
Qua/ 0 papel da arte na sua vida de cientista? 

R. - De dentro, vista de dentro para fora, e dificil distinguir aquilo que 
em mim e arte ou ci~ncia. Os metodos utilizados sAo manifestamente 
diferentes. Um poema nAo tem uma necessaria sequ~ncia experimen
tal e de verificaQAo, para se saber completado, aceite ou rejeitado. 
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Uma hipotese cientifica nao tem sentido sem tal sequencia. Mas em 
ambos os casos, uma rigorosa disciplina e necessaria. 0 mesmo 
rigoroso sentido critico que leva os grande escritores a corrigir 
repetidamente os seus textos, tem que ser parte do processo de 
desenvolvimento cientifico. E, no outr~ extremo, no principio, tanto 0 

principio de uma pergunta nova como de um poema, 'acontecem'; 
acontecem ao que em todos nos se procura manter atento e infantil, 
num mundo persistentemente cheio de distrac~oes e padroes 
definidos p~r adultos. 

P 3. - Numa metMora maravifhosa, associa a essencia da actividade 
cientifica com aquefa cena de dois vefhos feios numa carruagem dum 
comboio no filme Dr. Jivago a fazerem amor. Donde fhe advem a 
befeza do seu trabafho cientifico? 

R. - Da experiencia de solidariedade com as coisas e outros que nao 
conhe~o, nem nunca conhecerei. E tambem de um crescente sentido 
de reverencia pela harmonia ou des-harmonia que une as coisas vivas 
e inertes, no tempo. Por exemplo: 0 lento esculpir de pedras pelo ven
to ou de falesias pelo repetir de mares cheias. 0 conjunto crescer de 
sistemas que hoje coexistem na especiehumana que somos; capaz 
de mergulhar, 'nadar, voar, atravessar mares e espa~os in
terplanetarios, morrer p~r ideias, matar pelo simples facto de possuir 
uma arm a de fogo. 

P 4. - Quando investiga, que fugar tem a dimensao humana no seu 
trabafho? A cifmcia epara si uma actividade pura independente das 
suas consequencias ou apficat;oes? 

R. - A preocupa~ao humana reside principal mente na motiva~ao e 
escolha iniciais do assunto com que se 'vai trabalhar. Veja, p~r e
xemplo, a sequencia humana do desenvolvimento da bomba atomica. 
A razao inicial da escolha do projecto era a elimina~ao da amea~a 
nazi. A guerra na Europa acabou e cada um dos cientistas envolvidos 
no projecto foi incapaz de 0 abortar. Segundos depois da noticia de 
Hiroshima, a primeira reac~ao dos homens originalmente com
prometidos a eliminar Hitler foi "Thank God it wasn't a dudd,,2. Nas 
escolhas iniciais que eu propria tenho feito ate aqui a preocupa~ao 
humana tem entrado, na medida que tenho procurado esclarecer 
mecanismos fisiologicos e de doen~a. Na minha opiniao, nenhuma 
actividade humana pode ser independente da antecipa~ao das suas 
consequencias. As repercussoes de uma aplica~ao sao, no entanto, 
impossives de antecipar com precisao. 
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P 5. - A bio/ogia hoje constitui um dos campos quentes da ciencia e 
um centro de atent;oes. Fa/a-se numa eminente revolut;ao em 
bio/ogia. Como prespectiva e situa em breves trat;os a problematica 
actual e as suas implicat;oes? 

R. - Nao me sinto suficientemente bern informada para poder 
responder com competencia a uma pergunta que hoje em dia merece 
a organizaC;ao de simp6sios. 

P 6. - Euma imigrante em situat;ao rara entre os portugueses:foi ad
mitida mediante a "8a, preferenoia" (aquela que autoriza a entrada de 
cerebros e de pessoas que vem desempenhar um papel que ninguem 
do pais podertJ. preencher). Como sente essa sua experiencia de i· 
migrante? Tem oontactos com os outros imigrantes patricios? 

R. - No mundo da ciencia todos somos, de urn modo ou outro, j

migrantes, no tal pais solitario e solidario de que falei anteriormente. 
Tenho mantido contactos nos Estados Unidos com imigrantes 
patricios. 

P 7. - Em que medida 0 seu passado portugues (a eduoat;ao recebida 
em Portugal) afeota positiva e/ou negativamente a sua actividade 
cientifica? 

R. - 0 tempo e a dimensao que esquecemos mais frequentemente. 0 
meu passado portugues nao afeota a minha actividade cientifica. 0 
meu passado portugues, a minha continua preocupaC;ao em perceber 
o que significa ser-se portugues, tem afeotado, e continua a afeotar a 
minha actividade cientifica, de formas diferentes em periodos 
diferentes dessa actividade. 

Tendo recebido uma instruC;80 universitaria numa Faculdade de 
Medicina, em que os que ensinam tendem a saber sem duvidas (urn 
facto verdadeiro n80 s6 em Portugal; 0 ensino medico tern que 
necessariamente preparar 0 aluno mais para dar respostas prontas do 
que para fazer perguntas) num periodo da hist6ria do nosso pais em 
que a informac;ao era censurada, a "descoberta" da Inglaterra, para 
onde fui imediatamente ap6s ter terminando 0 curso de Medicina, a 
descoberta de uma sociedade de informaC;80 aberta a todos, 0 encon· 
tro com cientistas peritos na sua especialidade que admitiam nao 
saber ao certo, foi para mim como que uma revelac;80. Nessa altura 
(1964-1966) 0 meu passado portugues afectou sobretudo 0 estado de 
elaC;80 e de entusiasmo extremo com que reagi a tudo 0 que aprendi 
em Londres nesses dois anos. Voltei a Portugal por ana e meio, e 0 
meu imediato passado londrino influenciou muito negativamente a 
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minha percePGao de urn mundo portugues, cientifico, que eu nunca 
tinha visto bern. Voltei para a Gra-Bretanha, desta vez Glasgow, onde 
vivi mais nove anos. Durante esses anos, a minha percepGao do que 
significa ser protugues teve tres fases. A primeira, de desilusao, p~r 
ter de reconhecer que, como grupo, nos temos distinguido pou
quissimo, nao s6 na ciencia, mas na arte e ate mesmo no desporto. E 
nao s6 dentro do pais onde a ditadura de Salazar podia justificar a 
nossa falha em nutrir genios, como os que, p~r exemplo, saram da 
Espanha, e especial mente da Catalunha, pais pequeno, ao longo de 
anos de um sistema politico identico, se nao pior; tambem fora do 
pais, em paises como este, sem ditadores que pudessem justificar a 
escassez de tal ento intelectual e desportivo portugues. A segunda 
fase, mais positiva, de reconhecer que ha gente de talento, a quem 
sistematicamente parece faltar a disciplina, 0 ' verdadeiramente 
querer' que transforma 0 talento, por exemplo, do meu afilhado que 
nada piscinas em tempos fantasticos, mas que nunca sera campeao 
de coisa nenhuma. 0 querer que transforma 0 talento do diletante no 
treinado talento do campeao. Na segunda fase apercebi-me,portanto, 
que talento temos; campeOes nao. 

Mais ou menos p~r essa altura dos meus anos "escoceses", en
trou na minha vida, p~r intermedio da minha grande amiga Maria 
Violante Vieira, um grande amigo dela, e hoje tambem meuamigo, 0 

Professor G. Agostinho da Silva. Com ele, e mais recentemente com 
Fernando Pessoa, cheguei a minha terceira fase de ser portuguesa. 
Ser-se portugues e, ainda hoje, aspirar a que "aqui se viva uma vida 
conversavel,,3. A primeira tendencia numa reuniao social portuguesa, 
mesmo entre cientistas, e falar mals e melhor do que menos se sabe 
com profundidade. Passar uma noite agradavel e passar uma noite 
"na conversa". Conversa essa que nos pode levar a todos a deitar 
muito tarde, a ficar a gostar muito superficialmente uns dos outros, 
mas a nao aprender coisa nenhuma daquilo que, como cientista, cada 
urn de n6s sabe. E assim se podem passar noites inteiras. E assim se 
tern passado vidas inteiras. Numa terceira fase, 0 aperceber-me desta 
simultanea fraqueza e fortaleza portuguesas, obrigou-me a preocupar
me multo mais com a disclplina, com 0 treino, de uma imaginaGao 
que, sem duvida, todos temos tendencia a possuir em abundancia. E 
assim, a decisao de prosseguir disciplinadamente; de comeQar uma 
terceira fase de actividade cientifica nos Estados Unldos, decisao 
nada facll. Mas necessaria parte deste inteiro todo de trelnar uma 1m
aginaQao dispersa. "Ninguem sabe que coisa quer I Ninguem sabe 
que alma tem I Tudo e incerto e derradelro I Tudo e disperso nada Ie 
inteiro,,4. 

P 8. - A imaginayBo nBo se programa e nBo ha metodos para se pro
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porem hipoteses criadoras, mas a variedade de experi{mcias cultura/s 
tera algo a ver com a f/exibi/idade mental e a abertura de esp/rito a 
descoberta de poss!veis correlagoes entre fenomenos? 

R. - Variedade por si, nao. A experillncia educativa que estimula a 
crianQa a perceber como os brinquedos funcionam sem medo de os 
estragar, sim. A experillncia educativa que estimula a crianQa a fazer 
perguntas sem medo de ser penalizada pela ignorancia dos pais, sim. 
A experillncia cultural que encoraja 0 adulto com coragem de ser 
diferente da maioria, sim. A experiemcia cultural que respeita 0 exclln
trico com amabilidade e com gosto, sim. A tradiQao de coragem e 
evasao intelectual de opressao que tern alimentado os grandes pen
sadores te6ricos e os grandes poet as na Pol6nia, sim. Variedade por 
si s6, nAo. 

P 9. - Se tivesse ficado em Portugal, como seria a sua carreira 
cientifica? 

R. - Impossivel a uma pobre cientista, limitada por rigoroso treino 
cientifico, responder a uma pergunta cuja resposta nunca podera ser 
rigorosamente control ada ou testemunhada... 

P 10. - A solugfJ.o para se aproveitarem os cerebros portugueses sera 
abrir-Ihes as portas para 0 estrange/ro? 

R. - Se alguma vez passou por uma sala de aut6psias, sa be que tal 
entidade anat6mica nAo existe... Cerebros nao vllm embandeirados. E 
abrir portas para 0 estrangeiro est a provado que nao e resposta. 
Quantos milhares de homens e mulheres portugueses tllm passado 
as portas do estrangeiro nos ultimos 100 anos? Que eu saiba, nAo ha 
descriQao nas revistas medicas da especialidade que tenham vindo 
sem cabeQa. Em geral tern emigrado urn cerebro por cada par de 
maos. 0 imigrante portugulls tem-se distinguido pelo uso que tern 
feito das mAos: a construir casas em FranQa, a juntar partes de 
autom6veis em FranQa ou na Alemanha, a limpar casas em Nova York 
ou Long Island, - uma das populaQoes emigrantes com menor in
cidllncia de crimes violentos ou dependllncia do "welfare". "Em
piricamente, 0 povo portugulls e um povo trabalhador. Mas a classe 
privilegiada e herdeira de uma tradiQao guerreira de nao trabalho, e 
parasitaria dessa atroz e maciQa "morte de trabalho" dos outros,,5. 
Esta classe privilegiada e a classe que supostamente teriafeito mais 
uso do cerebro do que das maos. E essa classe privilegiada tern 
tendllncia, como disse atras, para conversar ate altas horas da noite, 
nunca tendo aprendido com 0 camponlls na terra, ou com 0 
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trabalhador de constru<;Ao civil em Nova York, 0 que e levantar-se as 4 
da manhA para ter de estar no trabalho as 6. Medicos portugueses 
que entram os programas de "residencia" neste pais, quase 'morrem' 
exaustos de sono, porque nunca trabalharam como 0 jovem 
"residente" americano, treinado no 'trabalho de morte' desde pe
queno. A maioria dos "cerebros" em Portugal continental e no 
estrangeiro tern, ate agora, pertencido a essa classe privilegiada 
"herdeira de uma tradi<;Ao guerreira de nAo trabalho"S. As excep<;ees 
que se tem distinguido pelo seu trabalho tem sido vitimas do silencio 
dos guerreiros da vida conversavel, amea<;ados pelos padrees de 
trabalho dos outros. E aqui outra fraqueza da classe herdeira da 
tradi<;Ao guerreira: 0 sentirmo·nos amea<;ados, em vez de orgulhosos 
pelo exito de quem quer que seja que se distinga entre a nossa gente. 

A solu<;ao, quanto a mim, nao e nem simples nem rapida como a 
sua pergunta sugere. Hoje, tal solu<;Ao resolver-se-ia nas horas que 
leva urn aviAo a atravessar canais ou oceanos_ A solu<;Ao parece-me 
muito mais lenta; a levar ainda gera<;ees, dentro e fora de Portugal. 
Uma vez que a ditadura salazarista terminou, e preciso primeiro 
tomarmos a responsabilidade das nossas proprias limita<;ees e ap· 
tidees, sem culpar presidentes. 

P 11. - Porque e que temos tao pouoa gente a fazer traba/ho de in
vestiga(}ao oientffioa (em qua/quer ramo) a serio? Sera que nos por
tugueses sofremos de vioios oulturais tao arreigados que nao nos per
mitem ser persistentes, rigorosos na linguagem, interessados mais 
na profundidade do que nos oonheoimentos vastos, mas pe/a rama? 

R. - a) NAo somos tao poucos talvez como pensa. Nesta altura da 
historia cientifica do mundo, temos portugueses a dirigir trabalhos de 
investiga<;ao cientifica 'a serio', como diz, que eu saiba, na Suecia, na 
Holanda, nos Estados Unidos, na Inglaterra e em Portugal, em diver
sos campos da investiga<;ao biomedica: imunologia e neurologia; da 
fisica; da geologia; da engenharia. Continuamos, no entanto, a saber 
pouco uns dos outros. E, as vezes, sabendo noticias por maes e tias 
de uns; que encontram primas e mAes doutros, em Lisboa... Posso 
sugerir que urn dia 0 vosso Centro considere criar urn centro de infor
ma<;ao que nos permita saber uns dos outros sem terl)los que 
depender destas formas irregulares de comunica<;ao? 
b) A maior aptidao portuguesa em ciencia e a imagina<;Ao. Portugal 
podera urn dia vir a ser urn dos grandes ber<;os de cientistas no mun- . 
do. Para isso e preciso que conhe<;amos com uma enorme exactidAo 
as nossa Iimita<;ees, para as podermos corrigir. Sem duvida que, 
como sugere, a pouca persistencia, a falta de disciplina, sao elemen
tos que todos, cientistas, desportistas, artistas, temos que enfrentar 
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como reais lusas limita~oes. Sem duvida. Mas as limita~oes sAo 
treinaveis, nas redeas de educadores dedicados. Finalmente, 
precisamos de criar uma estrutura financeira de apoio, do tipo 
exemplar com que cientistas e artistas israelitas contam neste pais. 
Para atingir isso, precisamos de acreditar em nos mesmos como 
grupo unificado e nAo como unidadezinhas independentes e 
amea~adas umas pelo valor, exito e brilho das outras. 

P 12. - Como mulher, tem encontrado dificuldades especiais que um 
homem em situar;oes identicas n§.o encontraria? 

R. - Tal como a sua pergunta no. 9, e quase impossivel responder a 
esta pergunta. Aqui, no entanto, temos alguns exemplos testemunha, 
porquanto varios colegas na minha especialidade tam bern deixaram 
Portugal com rumo ao estrangeiro. E embora eu seja a mais velha, de 
todos nos, que eu saiba, ha so urn homem que e hoje professor 
catedratico de Imunologia, na Suecia, com uma posi~ao, portanto, 
"superior" a minha, de Professora Associada e Directora de 
Laborat6rio. Mas esse homem, 0 Professor Antonio Coutinho, e urn 
homem excepcional, urn investigador verdadeiramente portugues, de 
imaginac;ao brilhante, original, cujo trabalho todos temos seguido 
com 0 maior interesse, e cuja carreira, na minha opiniao, tern sido 
muito mais notavel do que a minha. Portanto, a minha tenta~Ao e 
responder-I he que nAo. Mas, em verdade, devo dizer-Ihe que nAo sei. 0 
que, de certeza, sei e que em imaginac;Ao e que 0 homem e a mulher 
sao verdadeiramente iguais; nolo no corte do cabelo ou na loja unisex. 
Como urn dia ouvi dizer ao Sr. Galbraith (0 economista) numa en
trevista na BBC: "I wish women, instead of throwing away their bras, 
wouldn't be throwing away their brains". Tentei tambem dize-Io na 
poesia "A not forgotten thing: The biology of imagination", que in
cluo. 

Notas 

1 Brito, A. 1982, 'Na.o tem fim este meu ser assim', poema (Incluso) 

2 Oppenheimer, F. 1980 in 'The day after trinity. J. Robert Oppenheimer and the 
atomiC bomb'. TranscriQa.o de urn programa de TV produzido por Jon Else em 
associaQa.o com a KTEH·TV, publicado por PTV Publications, secQa.o 22. 

3 Ver carta de Agostinho da Silva a Anna Brito, a segulr. 

4 Pessoa, F. 1928, "Nevoeiro, Poema Quinto d'Os Tempos." in Mensagem. ColecQa.o 
Poesia. Lisboa: Atica, 13a ediQao, pp. 104. 

5 Lourenqo, Eduardo, 0 Labirinto da Saudade. Psicanalise Mftica do Destino Por
tugul}s. PublicaqOes Com QUixote, 1978, pp.140. 



NAO TEM FIM ESTE MEU SEA ASSIM 


Val 
Val-me oompanhelra 
sem outra obrlga<;Ao que ohegar ao emprego i hora 
val-me par essa praia fora 
em busoa de buzlos, de gaivotas e do mar 
em meu nome, guardando a mem6ria de mlm 
que eu nAo posso, oompanheira, 
que eminha obriga<;Ao fioar 

vai 
vai-me oompanheira 
sem outra obriga<;Ao que ter a jantar pronto i hora 
val-me par essa oasa fora 
e olha-me as orian<;as que nAo tive 
ouida-me das ooisas simples que nAo fiz 
fa-las par mim 
em meu nome, guardanda a mem6rla de mlm 
que eu nAo posso, oompanheira 
que e minha obrlga<;Ao pensar 

val 
val-me oompanheira 
sem outra obriga<;Ao que tamar a oha .. hora 
vai-me par essa oidade fora 
e olha-me as rios, as baroos, as guindastes 
bebe par mim as fontes, vigia-me as parques 
devora-me as flores, detem-te nos jardlns 
nAo me deixes beoo par desoobrir 
au estatua par desvendar, 
par mim, 
em meu nome, guardanda a mem6ria de mim, 
das orian<;as que nAo tive e do mar 
que eminha obriga<;Ao floar 
na solitaria deoisAo de deduzlr 
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val 
val-me companhelra 
sem outra obrlgac;;lo que chegar l cama l hora 
vai·me por essa nolte fora 
e olha-me a lua 
e ouve·me os gatos 
e adlvinha-me 0 contorno dos telhados 
e desenha·me d'olhos fechados 
a geometrla das constelac;;Oes 
e diz-me de cabec;;a a tabuada dos corac;;Oes 
um e um: dols 
um e um: trils . 
um e um: quatro 
um e um: cinco 

delxa-me entrar 
delxa-me a porta no trlnco 
e delxa-me entrar 
em meu nome 
guardando a mem6r1a que nlo ful 
do que escolhl nlo ser 
delxa-me entrar 
e comer 
e rlr 
e celfar 
e parlr 
e esquecer 
e plantar 
e fazer amor 
e correr 
e cantar 
e dormlr sem medo de 80nhar 
e dormlr sem medo de acordar 
na plataforma vazla de comec;;ar 80zlnha 
na solltarla escolha d'inventar 

mas nlo, tranca·me a porta, 
e val, 
val tu, 
por mlm 
que nlo tem flm 
este meu ser asslm. 

Setembro, 1978 



Carta de Agostinho da Silva a Ana Brito * 


Querida Amiga, 

Vamos p(Jr ao contrario: a minha sorte - entre muitas - eter nascido no 
dia que escolheu para datar sua entrevista. E agora, por partes: 

A -1. Se nOo se diz "elarao", que se diga. 

2. Prosseguir, claro. 0 que I1s vezes conviria escrever era, digamos, "pro
seguir", se se quisesse acentuar 0 usegu;r" ou 0 "pro ". Querida senhora: nao 
ea linguagem que!lIZ 0 Poeta - e0 Poeta que!lIZ a linguagem. 

3. Diario da Navegarao de Pero Lopes de Sousa, 2. a edi¢o, Rio de 
Janeiro, 1940, vol. J pp. 3511352: "e viverem/os homens de Slio Vicente no 
muito futuro distante de Silo Paulo/em comunicaclo das artes; e ser cada um 
senhor do seu; e vestir as injurias particulares para que elas nAo andassem 
nuas pela rua, provocando escindalo e ter tOOol05 outrosbens da vida 5igura e 
conversaveltt Claro, tudo que eentre / / ede minha lavra•.• 

B-1. Um achado magnifico aque~a coisa de "solitdrio" e ..solidar;o.... 

• Ana Brito respondeu as pertuntas enviadas pelo director de Gdvetl-Brown recortando uma 
por uma e escrevendo a resposta sem saber que pergunta se seguja. Isso aconteceu a 13 de 
Fevereiro (1982, entenda-se. pois este nl1mero 6 de 1981, mas est! a ser preparado com atraso) e 
essa 6, por sinal, a data do anivers8rio de Agostinbo da Silva, figura veneranda da cultura por
tuguesa, amigo de Ana Brito, a quem e1a escreveu dedicando-lhe a entrevista e fazendo-lhe tres 
perguntas: duas sobre vocabul4rio e uma terceira pedindo-lhe a refer!ncia exacta duma frase por 
eJa citada na entrevista. A presente carta 6 a resposta de Agostinho da Silva em que ele acrescenta 
um coment4rio seu a cada uma das nove respostas dadas por Ana Brito na entrevista para a 
Gdvea-Brown atrM publicada. 
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2. Poeta, e as vezes fazer verso; as vezes fazer qufmico,' e as vezes olhar 
nuvem; as vezes sonho, acordado ou dormindo (diga 0 que disser 0 pateta do 
Freud e 0 fantasista Jung); as vezes dorme sem sonhos, a si proprio alheio; se 
dura multo e capaz de se chamar morte. 

3. No filho soo soliddrios 0 pai, a mile, pois noo hd x e y? So que apenas 
hd fi/ho quando 0 Esplrito Santo dd licenra ou o· quer. Do essencial de filho 
toda a Mile e virgem. 

4. A "motiva¢o humana" e 0 que os melhores dizem por terem vergonha 
da Poesia; nOo se querem dar ares,' e entilo falam, como vendedores de bife, da 
Hpreocuparilo humana". 

5. Veja so, que falsa modestia: entilo noo sabe como a biologia, de uma 
ci2ncia de "dtomos geneticos" estd passando a de "campo", como ajlsico? E 
que todo 0 regime autoritdrio (e 0 Hcapitalismo" e a "autoridade" na 
economia) amera a biologia como ciencia para a tomar como arma de domlnio 
ou de lucro? 

6. Excelente: excepto: "conversdvel" nilo e a mesma coisa que Hconver
sante": a vida que em Portugal se leva hoje e Hconversante" nilo "con
versdvel". Todos estoo juntos, claro ("cum") mas "versam" nada, a nilo ser 0 

vazio; "versam", "versant", isto e desjeiam, nilo se querem "pejados" e 
nenhum pejo disso. 

7. Na PolOnia e em toda a parte desde que 0 mundo humano e; desde 0 

Hantropozoico". Em Portugal, ou Espanha, ou Sue cia, ou Salvador, ou Tur
quia tem sido pior - e ninguem protesta tanto. E fico muito desconfiado 
quando 0 Papa e 0 Pentdgono protestam juntos. 

8. Pensamento certo. Podia ser 0 que e ou noo ser. So que a expressoo faz 
lembrar carta do Sergio, de falsa humildade. 0 que nilo e 0 seu caso, claro, 
mas a expressilo noo e boa. Nisso, 0 que convem e ser seco e breve. 

9. 0 que faJta a Portugal nilo e ir ao estrangeiro. 0 deixar de ser 
estrangeiro, pobremente e ridiculamente imitando 0 que de fora vemos. Por
tugal precisa de voltar a ser Portugues. 0 que acontece consigo ou Lima de 
Faria da genetica Id pela Suecia, e que silo verdadeiramente Portugueses no 
estrangeiro, como 0 Espinosa Id se revelou filosofo. Como pellcula de filme 
nOo se revel a em dgua. Os dirigentes tem todos sido pessimos. E a unico alter
nativa para eles e 0 Povo. 0 analjabeto da aldeia. Botemos Portugal na 
"ordem analjabetica". AI, a escola nilo matou a imaginarilo por meio do 
copia ou do ditado. 
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E agora citemos Bocage: 
"Sa/ram dele mesmo estas verdades num dia em que se achou pachorren

to". 
E viva, Senhora. 

Abrafo do G.A.S. 

E atendendo ao numero de ptiginas, se pode dizer "noves jora. nada". 

SUPLEMENTO POR ORDEM DE DONA MARIA V.: 

No texto do Pero Lopes os dois elementos essenciais silo 1) aseguranfa; 2) 
a "conversabilidade". 

1. Pelo progresso das tecnicas de produfiio; pela racionalizafiio dos 
sistemas de distribuir; pela mais perjeita organiZOfiio polltica; pela ajinafiio 
do ctilculo actuarial - a humanidade terti cada vez mais seguranfa jlsica. 

2. A "conversabilidade", isto e, a possibilidade de "versare cum", de 
comparar com outrem po'ntos de vista, de 0 acompanhar no tratar de pro
blemas, aumentarti, sempre que aumente a tirea de respeito pela liberdade do 
di/erente. 

3. Ate hoje sempre 0 aumento de seguranfa trouxe a limitafiio da Iiber
dade - e vice-versa. Poderia pensar-se num equilibrio, mas 0 equilibrio e 0 

repouso; a marcha e sempre de alternfJncia. 

4. A solu¢o e a superafilo dos dois conceitos: no montistico, pela uniiio 
com 0 divino; no cientista, pela lei; no artista. pela eternizafiio do momento. 

5. Sempre pela jusiio. nunca pela flSsiio. 

(E mais niio disse 0 servidor) 



On the Tribulations of Anna Brito: In 
Words Deposited 

'0 wear your tribulation like a rose' 
W. H. Auden 

.Vieira do Canto Maia 

Dear Om!simo. 

Our Jriend, senhora dona Camila, • has kindly given me the last copy oJ 
Glivea-Brown. She tells me also that the publication oJAn Imagined World by 
June GoodJield has been brought to your attention and that you are planning 
to write something about it. Asyou probably know the book is about a woman 
whom I have known Jor some years, and, in Jact, she has given mepermission 
to send you this article and enclosed poems, to submit Jor publication in 
Gavea-Brown, in the Jorm oJa letter. Both Anna B. andI Jeel that too Jew let
ters are being written nowadays. Words, like plastic Jurniture, are being 
disposed oj, down telephone lines, in television interviews, in Jorms that do 
not last, leaving people with a sense oJ instability which can be redeemed par
tially by the testimony oJpermanence inherent in the act oJ writing a letter. 

It took Anna B. about thirty Jive years to realize that being Portuguese 
had some meaning in terms oJher achievements and choices as a person. In her 
early thirties she was still going through the tribulation oJbeing a Portuguese 
daughter in conflict Jor having leJt home and country: not Jor marrying and 
having children, a necessity accepted and encouraged by most Portuguese 
mothers, but Jor the making HOJ theorem and poem. .. (Poem #1). 

1. TUDO 0 QUE EM MIM 13 TEOREMA 

Hli em mim um vagabundo habitante de azuis 
que inventa poemas 

Mas tudoo que em mim eteorema 
pertenee a este pals de prados e verdes permanentes 
roxos ocasionais e areo-iris de cinzento 

e por muito que isso entristeca minha Mae 
muito mais em mim eteorema que poema 

(1972) 

• Camila Migueis, widow of the writer Jose Rodrigues Migueis, who died in New York in 1978. 
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A way from the blue country she also underwent the metamorphosis of 
becoming a woman in the love of men (Poems #2-4) only to discover later the 
tribulation of being simultaneously a woman in love and a beholder of ques
tions (Poem #5). 

2. THE ZOO 

from a planet of hours and seasons 
from a mosaique of towns and bays 
from a sphere of clouds and continents 
from a labyrinth of oceans and motorways 
from a jigsaw puzzle of islands and moons 
the world has become a zoo 
of small things and you 

3. METAMORPHOSIS 

within the gentle cup of your hands 
my liquid body 
has gained the shape of a woman's body 

4. MY RIVER MAN 

River of my own estuary 

lilly of the dark valley 

narrow Alentejo 


moment of marble 

Sahara of tenderness 

southern oasis of fluid expectations 

northern well of tasted things 

east-westward road round the abandoned city 

sun rise in your left hand 

the right hand holding the sunset 

my love 

ly loch 

my lord sea gull 

determined flight of fantasy 

seeking nest in me 

and I 

I 
sometimes rock 

sometimes sea 
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5. POEM FOR MAN 


If only once 
you had taken the trouble 
to go down the steps of my stuctural smile 
beyond the ancestral posture of the loving moment 
beyond the primitive assurance of feeding time 
beyond myself apparent 
biologically taken for granted 
there, at your birth time 
there, during your growing years 
contemporary in the mating season 
reliable at breakfast 

If you had hesitated 
if you had questioned beyond the prepared gesture 
the reality of my true nakedeness 
beyond the apparent nipple 
perhaps we might have shared the paradox of my own identity 
before the revolution 
the evolutionary paradox of wanting to be taken for granted 
and reliable at breakfast 
and yet, 
like you, 
beholder of questions 
with the right to invention 
paradoxical chimaera 
of blind devotion and self assertion 
russian peasant on Tsar's assassination day 
unwanted poet in the kitchen 
unknown to you and to myself 
for centuries of tangible and intangible time 
awakening now to your surprise 
wondering 
why 
you 
the beholder of questions for time galore 
did not hesitate 
did not question 
did not wonder 
on my behalf 
before 

It took her years, to become aware and unafraid oj tribulations oj a 
geographical and gender nature. As a result, in the last three or jour years her 
poetry both in Portuguese (Poem #6) and in English (Poems #7 & 8) acquired a 
new, more tranquil and understanding note ojacceptance ojthejact that some 
people are Portuguese, women and creative. In addition to the c cedilhado in 
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the accent, being Portuguese, man or woman, also means to have no tradition 
ojuniversal greatness (literary or otherwise, dictators or kings) in the last five 
centuries. As a culture we may have jorgotten, with reason, what it is to be 
great and to contribute to our time and our space with things oj universal 
value. This may explain why some great men in our culture have been treated 
unfairly in their time causing them enough sorrow and/or bitterness to 
diminish their greatness. 

Let mejinish by thanking youjor Gavea-Brown. It certainly seems to me an 
enterprise built in the determination ojbringing about a reencounter with Por
tuguese achievement. 

With best wishes 
V. do Canto Maio· 

• VCM is a jreelance writer in New York 

Poems 6-8 jollow 

6. LAMENTO D'EMIGRADO 

Ai, Joi.o 

este verde 

este cinzento do mar 

este roxo das alcachofras 

estas azaleas 

estas ribeiras quentes 

estas pedras brancas 

estes escuros muros 

estas casas fechadas 

estes castanheiros 

estas paredes brancas 

estas torres d'igreja negras 

esta gente 

esta gente que somos e ja ni.o somos 

este constante partir 

esta terra donde vimos e a que s6 vimos 

este ser e ni.o ser 

estas despedidas 

meu Pai chorando 


ai, Jotio 
o doer 
o doer deste nosso escolher. 
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7. THE CONDEMNED 

Condemned 
to the seclusion 
of the inner city 
where joy derives from the discovery 
of unsuspected harmony 
in biological 
geological 
or genetic geometry 

where warmth comes from the experience 
of being one with ones 
in the solitary confinement 
of contempt for most things past 
and belief 
in most things passing 

through one's mind 
at one's bench 
through one's hands 
under one's microscope 
in one's gels 

Giving form to darkness 
in cold light and ceaseless questioning 
to things perplexed 
in dawn and marshiness 
No falling in love 
or holding hands 
(or, for that matter, feet) 
no wandering northless 
or singing in the rain 
or affording the luxury of human pain 

none of this 
if the choice is 
to be one with ones 
alone 
in cold light and ceaseless questioning 
in the seclusion 
of the condemned city 
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8. TELL ME THIS IS STILL THE EARTH I KNEW 

Tell me there still is red in roses and respect in men for other men 
Tell me there still is enough yellow for the bees and green in the trees 
Tell me there still is concern in some men for other men 
and clean air out there 
Tell me there still is clear water in your friend's pond 
and silence in your friend's garden 
Tell me there still is rejoycing in most simple folk 
and some love left in the heart of at least a few 
Tell me there still is singing in the curlew 
and trust and trusting in a friend 
Make me believe Your love shall never end 
and I shall know this is still the earth I knew. 



DOCUMENTOSIDOCUMENTS 


John Dos Passos: New Portuguese Letters 

George Monteiro 

The Portuguese portion of the John Dos Passos story has been told: in a 
scholarly context that is broad and detailed, by Townsend Ludington, and 
from a special perspective, by Francis M. Rogers. 1 It is not an entirely happy 
story, though it does end well. In 1969, for example, the year before Dos 
Passos' death, he published his valentine to his grandfather's Madeiran 
heritage. The Portugal Story: Three Centuries ojExploration and Discoverr 
served to expiate its author's sense that he had sinned silently, and-early in 
his life, when he resented being a "Dago"-not-so-silently against his Por
tuguese heritage. Of course no one in possession of a knowledge of the cir
cumstances of Dos Passos' conception, birth, and upbringing (he was born out 
of wedlock), along with the subsequent marriage of his parents when he was a 
teenager at Harvard University, along with the coincidental changing at the 
same time of his surname from Madison to Dos Passos, an almost unpro
nounceable name to Americans, can fail to understand, and commiserate with, 
his profound reaction to the Cain-like mark, as he saw it, his Portugueseness 
endowed him with.3 It is with distinct pleasure, then, that we present the 
following letters, hitherto unpublished, for they establish a congenial link bet
ween Dos Passos and some individuals who would take him back to his Por
tuguese sources. 

The letters do not tell either a full or continuous story. Indeed, their col
lection into a group of four has less to do with scholarship than with the hustle 
of the bookseller. Now in the possession of, and owned by, Gavea
Brown, the packet was put together and sold by the Geo. McManus Company 
of Philadelphia as an example of Dos Passos' interest in his family 
antecedents. 

Only the 8 May 1948 letter to "Mr. Henriques" is detailed. Yet the other 
three letters, one to "Mr. & Mrs. Henriques" and two to a "Mr. Dos Passos," 
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slight as they are, offer welcome evidence that Dos Passos was in touch-at 
least casually-with namesakes, some of whom were not relatives and others 
who were. John Dos Passos was a kind man, one c..onsiderate enough to 
answer even the most cursory of notes and communications. It is in a similar 
spirit that Gdvea~Brown reproduces the contents of these four letters. 

• 

c/o Lloyd Lowndes,4 

Palisades, N. Y. 
May 81948 

Dear Mr. Henriques,5 

Thanks very much for the copy of the family tree. It would be interesting 
ifpeople who compiled these things would put down the trades and occupa~ 
tions of the people whose names and duties they unearth. Ifyou have any in
formation about the occupations ofAntonio and Manuel dos PassosO I should 
love to have it. The account ofmy grandfather's leaving Madeira is very enter
taining. 7 He married a lady ofQuaker andpossible Huguenot extraction from 
New Jersey named Lucy Catell.8 The tradition was that he set up in 
Philadelphia as a shoemaker & cobbler. 

I'm sending it to Cyril.9 Please thank our mutual cousin in Madeira for 
it. 

Cordially yours, 

John Dos Passos 

I'm wondering if Nuno Silvestre Teixeira was the gentlemen who first started 
to teach me Latin when I went to Madeira with myfather in 1904(?) My father 
used to call him Dr. Vergil, if he's the cousin I remember.lO 

• 

Westmoreland Va 

January 1954 

Dear Mr & Mrs Henriques, 

Thanks for the Christmas card. All good wishes for the New Year. 

Cordially 

John Dos Passos 

• 


http:remember.lO
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571 Commercial Street 
Provincetown, Mass 

Dec 151947 

Dear Mr dos Passos, 
Thanks for your very kind letter. It was very pleasant to receive word 

from one of my own name-from overseas. If you ever should come to 
America I hope you'll let me know. We can get hold ofmy cousin Cyril and 
hold a small reunion. 

Sincerely yours, 

John Dos Passos 

• 

Spence's Point, 

Westmoreland, 


Virginia, 

July 20'50 


Dear Mr. dos Passos, 

Thanksfor your nice note. I'll be delighted to receive the book when it ap
pears. We have just produced a small daughter named Lucy Hamlin Dos 
Passos. 11 

Cordially, yr. distant cousin, 

John Dos Passos 

Notes 

1. The Fourteenth Chronicle: Letters and Diaries oj John Dos Passos, edited and with a 
biographical narrative by Townsend Ludington (Boston: Gambit. 1973); Townsend Ludington, 
John Dos Passos: A Twentieth Century Odyssey (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1980); and Francis M. 
Rogers. The Portuguese Heritage ojJohn Dos Passos (Boston: Portuguese Continental Union of 
the United States of America, 1976), 

2. John Dos Passos, The Portugal Story: Three Centuries ojExploration and Discovery (Garden 
City, N. Y.: Doubleday. 1969). 

3. For a more detailed analysis of Dos Passos' problem with his Portuguese ethnicity. see my 
review. in a forthcoming issue of the Luso-Brazilian Review, of Rogers' The Portuguese Heritage 
ojJohn Dos Passos. 
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4. Lloyd Lowndes (1901·1968) was a close friend of Dos Passos'. After the death in 1947 of 
Katherine (Katy) Dos Passos, his first wife, Dos Passos lived with Lloyd and Marion Lowndes at 
Snedens Landing, Palisades, N. Y. (Fourteenth Chronicle, p.583). 

5. "Mr. Henriques," along with "Mrs. Henriques" of letter two, and the "Mr. Dos Passos" of 
letters three and four have not been indentified. 

6. "Manuel dos Passos" was Manoel Joaquim dos Passos, Dos Passos' grandfather, who had 
emigrated.from Ponta do Sol, Madeira, in 1830. "Antonio" has not been identified. 

7. According to Ludington (Dos Passos, p. 8), Manoel Joaquim Dos Passos (b. 1812) was 
"somehow involved in a stabbing incident, so hastily signed on a ship for America." 

8. Lucinda Ann Cattell was the full name of Dos Passos' grandmother. 

9. Cyril Dos Passos was John Dos Passos' cousin. 

10. Nuno Silvestre Teixeira has not been identified. It is not, of course, evident that he was also 
known as "Dr. Vergil." 

11. Lucy Hamlin, the child of Elizabeth Holdridge and Dos Passos, was his first child; she was 
born on 15 May 1950 (Dos Passos, pp.569·70). 



"Nha" Belmira Nunes Lopes ... Some 
Memories of a Cape Verde an-American * 

Maria Luisa Nunes 

My grandmother had eleven children. Apart from the first, the others 
grew up with their own mother, my maternal grandmother. This second family 
was not an unusual custom. Polygamy was the rule with the Moors and many 
nations of Africa. It has been true allover Latin America just as it was true in 
all the Portuguese possessions. These men have a wife and several other 
women who bear the children. Well, my grandmother bore Ti6filo Neves 
Leitao eleven children. Their relationship was not any kind of a temporary af
fair, and everyone says that he used to spend most of his time with Ana da 
Silva Evora. 

The children grew up with no inferiority complex. Mother was just as 
proud of her black Evora side of the family as she was of the white Leitao side. 
Her mother was the daughter of one of the several wives that Silveiro Evora 
had. It wasn't only the white man who had several wives. They all had many 
women. My grandmother herself was not the legitimate daughter of Silverio 
Evora. She was the daughter of one of his women. My sister gave me Ana's 
mother's name when I went to Praia, and she told me to see'if I could find out 
anything about her background, and to look her up in the town where she 
knew from our uncle that my grandmother was born. Her name was Gerrnana 
Pereira Furtado. She was my grandmother's mother and she was not married 
to Silveiro Evora. 

Generally, men who had so many different wives looked after the 
children of these women. If they recognized a child, she or he was legally his 
daughter or son. That's why my grandmother used the name Ana da Silva 
Evora. If illegitimate children are recognized, under Portuguese law, they in
herit the same as the children of those who are legitimate. When my mother's 
sister, Amelia, one of the older daughters of Ana da Silva Evora's family once 
took my mother's oldest brother on the white side of the family to court 

*Excerpt from A Portuguese Colonial in America: Belmira Nunes Lopes. The Autobiography 
ofa Cape Verdean-American. Edited with an Introduction by Maria Luisa Nunes. To be publish
ed by Latin American Literary Review Press, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1982. 
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because of some property dispute, she won the case. Everybody knew that Ana 
da Silva Evora was his wife in a sense. She never had any other sweethearts or 
any other lover or any other man in her life. She was "Ana de Nho Tiofinho" 
and there was no question that those were his children. Before he died, he 
asked his oldest son-he was the one whom my. aunt Amelia had the dispute 

with, Augusto, if I'm not mistaken--to look after his children, Augusto's half
brothers and sisters. 

Ana's maternal grandfather, Antonio Silveiro Evora, was the son of a 
Portuguese from Europe who had sent his son to Portugal to be educated. His 
mother was of African descent. One of Silveiro's sons, Lourenco Evora, was a 
customs officer in the islands when my mother was a girl. He was mother's un
cle. I remember the picture of this black great uncle who wore a white uniform 
that made him look like a general. He inspected customs for all the islands of 
the archipelago. 

Antonio Evora, who had visited the United States for a short while, was 
another prominent cousin of whom mother was proud. He was probably the 
best-known and most affluent Cape Verdean in Maio. Silveiro Evora, a grand
son of the first Silveiro, my mother's first cousin, emigrated to America and 
lived in Providence. Mother used to say that there was only one Evora family 
in the Cape Verde Islands. 

When Mother came from the Cape Verde Islands, very few women 
emigrated from Brava. There were women here from the different countries of 
the world, but not from the Cape Verde Islands. Brava women only began 
coming to this country during the last part of the nineteenth century. Mother 
herself was really a pioneer. The thing that caused her to leave Brava more 
than anything else was the fact that the man she first married died in some kind 
of a sea disaster. She was left a widow very young. She had two children, 
Pedro and Maria Luisa. I believe they were only about three and maybe a year 
old when the first husband died. Finding herself a widow in Brava at a time 
when some women were already beginning to emigrate to America, she had a 
yen to leave the country and explore a new land. At the time, my mother felt, I 
suppose, that she was no longer really bound to stay at home with her parents 
because she had already liberated herself through marriage. Of the women in 
her family, only my mother emigrated. She was the first in her family to leave. 
She sent for Ant6nio, her yonger brother, and eventually, she also sent for 
Manuel, the youngest of them all. Then Jose, one of the older boys--I think he 
was the oldest-and Joao came on their own. I don't remember too well how it 
happened that they came to the United States. I know my mother didn't send 
for them, but I do remember that Joao, who visited with us on one or two oc
casions when I was a child, joined the United States Navy when he was quite 
young and spent almost all of his life in the navy. He retired from the navy, 
and he finally settled in the Philippine Islands where he married a Philippi no 
woman. He died there during the Japanese occupation during the Second 
World War. I remember him slightly from when he visited us on Cape Cod. I 
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was a child of about six or seven, and recall his navy uniform. He sent us pic
tures of himself and his wife from the Philippine Islands. Naturally. having the 
picture before us all the time, it wasn't hard to remember him. Jose, I never 
met. He died quite young after he had come to the United States and settled in 
California. I really know nothing about him, except that he came to the United 
States and that he died on the West Coast. 

On May 6,1892, the Nellie May, a schooner owned by Ant6nio Joaquin
zinho of Brava, flying the American flag, arrived in Providence, Rhode 
Island, from the Cape Verde Islands. On board that ship was one of the first 
groups of women to emigrate from Brava. My mother was among them. She 
had left the two children by her first marriage with her mother in Brava. I 
remember she spoke of some of the friends who came with her. A number of 
them settled in the Providence area where the ship she came on arrived. Some 
of them remained in that area, but most of them moved towards the Cape. I 
remember especially her mentioning "Ti"* Rosa who was "Nha"**Rosa 
Lopes. After she got here, she married as my mother did. Mother mentioned 
UTi" Chica also. We called all those women who were friends of my mother 
"aunts" in those days. They were all aunts to us. Mother had no sister in this 
country at the time or any brother for that matter. They came later. 

Except for possibly the first one or two hundred years of occupation by 
the Portuguese, conditions in the Cape Verde Islands have always been poor. 
There have always been periods of starvation because of drought. When the 
Portuguese first went there, they said that the country was fairly well covered 
with vegetation, but they imported goats and sheep and when they began to 
build houses, they denuded the land of the trees. They didn't replant until the 
country was really so barren, especially of trees, that the rain cycle was af
fected. There have been periodic droughts and famines for years in the Cape 
Verde Islands. The country was poor, and although there was nothing like the 
recent drought period they've had in the islands, it has been bad for many 
periods of Cape Verdean history. 

When the Portuguese first went there, they took with them a number of 
families especially from the southern part of Portugal, the Alentejo and the 
Algarve. They lived, I understand,lavishly. They had churches, and there were 
many priests because the Portuguese wanted to establish the Catholic religion 
in the lands they colonized. There was a catpedral early in the history of the 
Cape Verde Islands, and they say that even today, its ruins can still be seen. As 
time went on, many pirates invaded the islands. Some of them took away all 
the treasures in the churches. The pirates looted whatever wealth there was, 
and they robbed the vessels. They used to pillage the ships and take away all 
their cargoes of salt and whatever other wealth they found. The islands were 

·Cape Verdean dialect form of the Portuguese tia: aunt. 


··Cape Verdean dialect form of the Portuguese senhora: Mrs. 
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invaded a number of times by pirates, especially English pirates like Hawkins 
and others. Many of the Portuguese finally decided to leave, and those who 
were left on the isalnds were the children of the first settlers, the first families 
who had been given large tracts of land as an inducement to get them to settle 
in the islands. Those who remained retained all their Portuguese customs and 
often times intermarried exclusively amongst each other since they were the 
first families. Their land had been granted by the king or his representatives, 
and the settlers wanted to hold on to it. For a long time, some of those 
families in the Cape Verde Islands have remained unmixed as a result of mar
rying only among themselves, those people who had been given the first land 
grants by the Portuguese King. 

Mother lived in Providence for a while. The Cape Verdean Center for 
social gatherings in Providence in those days was the house of an earlier im
migrant from Brava, "Nha" Matilde de Giuba. My father met my mother for 
the second time there. He had seen her once when she was only four years old 
in her mother's house in Povoacao, Brava. Even then, she had a good singing 
voice and her mother liked to display her talents to visitors who came to the 
house. My father said he recalled the child standing on a chair singing in the 
house where my grandmother lived. Some twenty years later, here she was in 
this country. I don't know when he realized that she was the child he had seen. 
It was probably when she told him the events of her childhood, about the place 
where she was born, and who her parents were. It did not take him long to pro
pose marriage to her. Nor was she long in accepting. It was a second alliance 
for both of them. Father's first wife, also a native of Brava, had died there, 
and had my mother's first mate. My father, however, had had no children in 
his first union. 

Mother was attractive. Even in her forties, as I remember her, she had the 
beautiful coloring of so many Brava women, cor de laranja--the color of 
oranges for which the island was famous. So much red suffused her skin that 
many people thought she 'Was an American Indian. Her shiny, black hair and 
high cheekbones, her erect five-foot-seven inch carriage fortified that impres
sion. She was very erect. Oftentimes we thought that she had such a regal bear
ing because she had always felt so proud of her ancestry. At other times, I 
often wondered if her carrying herself so straight and in such a queenly man
ner was not due to the fact that when she was in Brava, she used to go to get 
water from remote areas where there was a spring. They used to carry these 
buckets of water on their heads through the hilly roads of Brava for miles 
without spilling a drop. That may have accounted for the fact that she was so 
straight and graceful in her walk. She had done a lot of walking and she had 
done a lot of carrying on her head, which was a custom in Brava for women in 
those days. Whenever they had to carry loads, they carried them on their 
heads. They prepared a kind of cloth, a round cloth crown, and placed the 
bucket or whatever the load was that they were carrying on top of their heads. 
They carried it without flinching for miles, she used to tell us. 



POESIAIPOETRY 


Cinco Quadras 

Joio Teixeira de Medeiros 

Se a ribeira for's lavar, 
Nilo laves as pernas, nio. 
Podem as aguas parar 
De correr ... e com razilo. 

No quintal te vi um dia, 
Quando 0 sol vinha a cairo 
Tu nio me ouviste, Maria? 
Quase morri a tossir. 

Quando no balho furado 
As tuas saias agitas, 
Fico a pensar se e pecado 
Ver formas assim bonitas. 

Quando passo no caminno, 
Ja tu 0 sabes, donzela. 
Eu, porem, nio adivinho 
Porque foges da janela. 

Espalhas gra!;as aos molhos, 
Quando passas por qui... 
Passaste. Fiquei sem olhos. 
Fugiram atras de ti. 

1920 



Gringo 


(To my father 

Joiio da Ponte, 

on his 75th birthday) 


Manuel L. Ponte 

It's worthless to claim 
you know neither the country, nor 

the language, or 
That you're only "someone who made 
it through Customs" 
The usual passage while engrossed 
in Temple Fielding as the guide ' 
diverted you to a mountain 

a lake, a sea, 
a view from anywhere; 

or while from Hiltonian Intercontinental 
Palaces of plastic and glass 

you tried, to know of Generals 
braided in medallions 
adorned in slogans, 
blessed by band clerics, 

as politicos in platformed pretensions, and 

published pulp of woven words 

selling suntan lotion t.o Blacks, 

hide themselves in' their voices. 

Look, therefore, for those who 

from across the miles came 

dancing the rhythms of Labor 
Dance with them, Gringo! Dance! 

Dance with the working people! 

And you'll speak. Truly. 


Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
September 12, 1981 



Torna-Viagem 


Jose Francisco Costa 


desembarco em qualquer portela, sorridente 
de slide pronto a ser impresso 
e a pergunta: como vai ca dentro 
a paisagem do mundo que trago do avesso. 

jose, quando ea ida? 
jose, quando e a volta? 

na tasca, no rossio, aporta·de·casa, 
sou 0 eco das viagens que ja fez 
esta patria de ha seculos exportada 
de um pars desfelto em lenQos-de·adeus. 

jose, quando e a ida? 
jose, quando e a volta? 

vomitado em boston, frankfurt, ou paris ... 
esquecido (?) da guitarra e do vinho·verde 
fazendo contas a fortuna quefiz 
-eu nAo sel se fico se voltarei mals cedo

jose, quando e a ida? 

jose, quando e a volta? 
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Colagem 


Rogerio Silva 






CONTOS/SHORT STORIES 


o Cio Cat6lico 

Urbino de San-Payo 

Levantava-se. a casa. que pena. Rosallna. como urn grlto sen
tado na paclencia. ternura a escorrer-Ihe dos dedos. flor de terra nos 
labios. presenQa natural. 

E tudo era uma comunhao de frutos. a terra doce de mals para 
morrer sem prove Ito nos dedos agels. terra onde 0 sonho levantava as 
patas para que gritassem 0 que nos faltava na mesa. a senha do pao 
onde Inteiro fosse 0 pal que se gastava a golpes de dor na dlstAncia. 
miseria no exrlio. cao estrangeiro. avental da mae que deixava morrer 
todos os dias mais urn pouco 0 brilho das lagrimas. 

Restava-nos 0 rio. onde os irmaos afogavam como peixes seus 
01 hares de espanto. medo descoberto. 

Era ali 0 sitio do sorriso na relva. aberto 0 cesto. 0 pao faltava. 0 

frio que em n6s crescla. silencio de paredes. ate que 0 Humberto. 0 
mais velho. corrla para a bola a dlstrair 0 mundo. e n6s tontos de 
esperanQa. 

Era uma defesa contra 0 medo. que 0 Alexandre carregava ate ao 
rio. embude de esperanQas:: se nao vamos pescar hoje nada, teremos 
raspas para a ceia. pessimista como sempre, 0 lingrinhas do leze:: de 
todos os meus tilhos, e 0 mais enfezadinho. assim foi se bern me lem
bro ate vir a meningite. Zeze fazia coc6 por toda a parte. minha mae 
sempre IImpando:: meu rico menino. que yOU eu tazer com ele? Deus 
encarregou-se disso:: Levou-o para a Sua companhia, dizia minha 
mae. 

Mas n6s nao gostamos dessa ajuda. Pois desde essedia as ruas 
emporcalhadas que nos levam ate ao rio ficaram de repente mudas 
como portas. entao 0 Alexandre fazia muito barulho e gritava como 
louco. para nao cairmos de medo. suponho. 

Andavamos n6s assim pela nossa juventude. enquanto minha 
mae envelhecia. sozlnha. na casa de buracos. a luz de Deus a entrar 
pelas frinchas do sobrado. ou do escuro? enquanto todos 
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esperavamos pela multiplicaQao dos paes. milagre que levava sempre 
um ror de tempo e nunca vinha. corriamos como perdigueiros para 
fora da casa. 0 Alexandre. a Lucia. 0 Quim. e eu. 0 Humberto arrastava 
um pouco mals a sua paciencia. por ser mals velho. suponho eu. a 
cara de mlnha mae parecla escurecer ainda mais quando traziamos 
toda a nossa primavera ca pra fora. voltavamos entao atras e 
deixavamos-Ihe todos um beljo demorado. que ela dependurava num 
sorriso que nos cobrla. eu ficava repleto de luto por dentro. chorava. 
perdido. s6 a mao de Lucia me arrancava daquele pasmo. corriamos 
depois ate ao rio. 

- Tendes de vir ca pra fora, putas de merda - grltava 0 Alexan
dre. 

- Estas muito perto da corrente, rapaz - advertia um homem do 
campo pr6xlmo. - Val um pouco mals pra baixo e veras como elas 
saltam. 

- Qual pra baixo, qual porra. Aqui mesmo e que elas hao-de sair. 
Enchla-se de ralva 0 Alexandre quando as enguias nao 

obedeclam ao seu comando, enquanto 0 Quim, a Lucia e eu 
gastavamos a ternura na bola de trapos, pontapeando-a ate as tripas 
Ihe saltarem as tiras, em agonia lenta. 

- Val ver ali se os homens da cava tem agua-pe - dizia 0 

Humberto, embrulhado numa tristeza que nao Ihe dava pra nada. 
Corria 0 pipo pelas nossas bocas como oasis no deserto. era 

entao 0 tempo em que acordavamos nas estatuas a flor do labrinto. 
num lirio de beleza enlouquecida 0 medo entre as palavras. e n6s 
escrevramos nos pes da nossa juventude: 

ardes de beleza 
enquanto 

o pao sangra de ausente 
Urio tao s6 

vivo 
na terra 

abre-te 6 doce pao 
face de tanto afago 
febre em transe 

eis 0 instante amanhecer 
sopro no barr~ 

arde 0 silencio emnossa esperanQa. por n6s ate aos ossos sobe 0 
passaro da terra. passa. rosto do exilio. 0 medo cresce. as maos 
gelam. a paisagem desperta. 0 pai na estranja. a mae tao consumida. 
e na mem6ria. saber de uvas loiras. 
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- Quando 0 pai voltar d'America, vamos ter com Ida em barda. 
o Alexandre enchia, assim, de esperan<;a 0 saco onde as 

enguias escasseavam. 
- Ainda s6 fol ha meia duzla de dias e ja 0 queres de volta! 
Para mim ja la ia uma eternidade. Faltavam-me sobretudo as 

co<;adelas-de-piolho com que meu pai costumava acariciar-me todas 
as manhas. 

Enquanto 0 Alexandre deitava esp~ran<;as no saco das enguias, 
o Qulm tirava-as. Qulm era urn ceifeiro de esperan<;as, como dizia 0 

Humberto, que nao era, tam bert;!, por ai alem urn optimlsta de gema. 
Como a agua corre sempre pro mais baixo, e eu era 0 mals pequeno, 
todo aquele peso me caia em clma. Tao derreado ficava, que tinha de 
levar 0 tempo a dizer-Ihes que fossem mais devagar. Mas marcado, la 
Isso, estava e fiquei. Ainda hoje sonho com 0 meu pal a janela do 
com bolo, os olhos cheios de america e de tristeza, como 0 luto. 
Atrelado a mao tremula de mlnha mae, subia p~r mim aquela 
esperan<;a de que a ida do meu pal para a America poderia represen
tar uns brinquedos e urn fato novo. De repente, a tristeza que meu pal 
dependurou da janela quando 0 comboio se pOs em andamento fez
-me chorar como uma madalena. Minha mae: 0 pai vai voltar, menino. 
Nao chores .. 

* * * 

Por aqui, 0 regresso acasa pesa cOmo chumbo. Podemos ainda 
voltar tao inocentes como a dor no ventre, 0 frio do a<;o, 0 rumor 
cal ado do espelho. 

Escapam-se agora as sels enguias das maos do Alexandre. 
Como pescar uma esperan<;a que se estenda na mesa onde 0 pai ja 
nao se senta e 0 pao e cada vez mais escasso? 

Era missao do Humberto, como mais velho, empurrar a pascoa 
para dentro da casa com trabalhos dobrados para poder comprar 0 

cabrito para a festa. A trabalhar como urn cao, teria ele cumprido 0 
seu dever se a menlngite nao tivesse entrado, tambem, na Lucia. 
Ficamos sem pascoa naquele ano e sem Lucia uns dias mais tarde. 
Depois dela partir, fiquei tao desamparado que mae Filomena nao 
sabia 0 que fazer com a minha cara triste:: Deus eque sabe, meu fIIho. 
o Zaze devia estar tao sozinho, que 0 Senhor resolveu levar tambem a 
Lucia para Ihe fazer companhia. 

Neste intervalo de coisas, e definhando-me a olhos vlstos, mlnha 
mae resolveu man dar urn grito dos mais aflitos aminha tia Micas, que 
vivia em Lisboa e trabalhava para urn senhor muito importante. 

POis, do meu pai americano: poucas noticias e menos dinheiro. 
o grito devla ser tao afllto, que a minha tia andou em pantanas. Mas 
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uns dias depois mandou, por carta, a tabua de salvac;Ao onde se iria 
jogar a grande cartada da mlnha vida. 

Tia Micas tinha descoberto uma senhora muito rica que me iria 
mandar para 0 Seminario. A noticia entrou por mim como um da
queles furacOes que levam tudo de rastos. Triste por triste, era melhor 
sofrer a falta do Zaze e da Lucia ali, na casa que conhecia e me co
nhecia, do que na salvac;Ao duma distfmcia que pouca confianc;a me 
inspirava: Sera melhor pra ti, meu rico menino. La teras aquilo que 
aqui nunca poderas ter. Poderas ser urn homem, meu filho. 

Se como crianc;a a vida ja me pesava tanto, como homem seria 
pior. Resolvi, pois, pedir a minha mAe: Eu nAo quero ser homem. 
Quero ser menlno. 

MAe Filomena pousou a ternura das suas mAos na minha cabec;a 
e fez-se de mouca. 

Aroda da fortuna tinha parado no numero do meu futuro: 0 
Seminario. 

(Do romance inedito 0 Cio Cat6lico) 



RECENSCES CRiTICASIBOOK REVIEWS 

Leder, Hans Howard. Cultural 
Persistence in a Portuguese
American Community. New 
York: Arno Press, 1980. Pp. 163. 

On a descriptive level, this book is in
tended to provide an ethnography of a 
Portuguese·American community in 
California during the 1960s and to com
pare it to the larger society of which it is a 
part. It has three basic assumptions: (1) 
that the Portuguese-American commu
nity will demonstrate cultural persistence; 
(2) that there are incompatibilities bet
ween the cultural patterns of the com
munity and those of the larger Anglo 
society; and (3) that an analysis of these 
incompatibilities serves to illuminate the 
way in which Portuguese-Americans have 
adjusted. socially and psychologi
cally, to the pressures of accultura
tively-induced change. 

This book is a photostatic reprint of 
a typewritten Ph.D. dissertation. It con
tains inconsistencies in orthography on 
Portuguese words and some handwritten 
corrections made by the author in the 
original text. Apparently. the author 
made no attempt to update the thesis and 
it reads like a normal anthropology disser
tation containing some jargon and much 
reference to specifically academic ques
tions. Chapter I is an introduction 
to the problem and methods; chapter II 
presents a brief history of Portuguese
American immigrants, with special 

reference to California; chapter III 
describes the sociocultural context of the 
broader society and that of the enclaved 
community; chapter IV provides a por
trait of the Portuguese-American family 
as it relates to other systems within the 
community and to a generalized picture of 
the Anglo family system prevalent in the 
same area; chapter V draws conclusions 
about the overall acculturative situation 
of the community in light of certain social 
science theories presented in the first 
chapter. 

Leder's first assumption is confirmed. 
He says, "while the Portuguese-American 
sub-culture has remained marginal it has 
also maintained coherence, in contrast 
not only with most other American sub
cultures but also with the general culture 
of the 'receiving society'" (pp. 88-89). 

The author claims that there is not a 
"goodness of fit" between Anglo culture 
and that of the Portuguese-American 
community of Bayside (a pseudonym for 
a Bay Area suburb). but that the many in
compatibilities do not seem to be accom
panied by symptoms of social or psycho
logical distress. 

In general. this lack of "goodness of 
fit" is found at the level of certain 
cultural values and roles. rather than in 
institutional arrangements. Leder says, 
for example, that "The statuses within the 
Portuguese-American family differ little 
from those within the Anglo family; it is 
in how they are played out that dif
ferences emerge" (p. 120). He notes three 
major differences between the 
Portuguese-American family and that of 
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its Anglo counterpart. First, Anglos 
discipline their children based on 
withdrawal of affection, while 
Portuguese-American parents wield 
authority with acceptance and generate 
gUilt in their children who legitimate the 
right of parents to punish deviants. As 
such, parents need not resort to tactics 
such as the withdrawal of love to control 
their offspring. 

Second, Leder quotes Bateson et aJ. 
(1956:257) to support his point that 
Portuguese-American parents do not dou
ble bind their children as Anglos do: 

if mother begins to feel hostile (or 
affectionate) toward her child and 
also feels compelled to withdraw 
from him. she might say, "Go to 
bed, you're very tired and I want 
you to get your sleep." This 
overtly loving statement is intend
ed to deny a feeling which could be 
verbalized as "Get out of my sight 
becanse I'm sick of you." If the 
child correctly discriminates her 
metacommunicative signals, he 
would have to face the fact that she 
both doesn't want him and is 
deceiving him by her loving 
behavior. 

Leder says that such double bind se
quences are "all but absent from the pat
terns of communication employed in the 
Community" (p. 135). In short, the 
parents and children share a cohesive and 
coherent set of values which are strictly 
enforced providing the child with a sense 
of who he is and what it means to become 
an adult. 

Third, the author quotes Erikson 
(1963:286) on a major contradiction or 
culture lag that exists in American culture 
which is absent in the Portuguese
American community. The Anglo 
American is forced to act based on two 
sets of "truths": 

a set of religious principles or 
religously pronounced political 
principles of a highly puritan 
quality, and a set of shifting 
slogans, which indicate what, at a 
given time, one may get away with 
on the basis of not more than a 
hunch, a mood, or a notion. 

In contrast, the Portuguese
Americans are presented by the author as 
being "less disordered than their Anglo 
neighbors" (p. 149). It is precisely 
because they are marginal to the domi
nant society that Portuguese-Americans 
avoid being forced to live by two sets of 
truths. 

Leder found that within the com
munity, the nuclear family was the central 
familial institution, but that parents con
tinued to give advice to their married off
spring, and to give and receive aid, and 
grown siblings continued to maintain 
close ties. Yet, he found a marked desire 
for independence. Leder sees in the 
behavioral expression of independl!ncia a 
specific instance of the actualization of 
traditional Portuguese values that were 
transported from the Old Country to be 
given expression in America. He 
says, "This persistence of traditional at
titudes and values can in large part be at
tributed to the fact that the Portuguese 
immigrants to the United States have been 
able to activate them" (p. 37). He goes on 
to note that the Portuguese left their 
homelands not to escape from their value 
system but in order to find a place where 
they could make such a value system a 
reality. 

The nuclear family, along with exten
sive linkages to other relatives and 
padrinhos, establishes a network of rela
tions that provides for an adequate 
socia.lization of children. Children are 
able to see their elders in a wide variety of 
roles and become aware of the whole 
range of adult interests. 

The author found that the 
Portuguese-Americans of Bayside were 
doing significantly better, economically, 
than the general population of the area. 
He labels the community as "solidly 
middle-class." Most Anglos in the town 
also seemed to like and respect the 
Portuguese-Americans, in contrast to 
their expressed statements about Blacks 
and Mexicans, probably because "the 
Portuguese-Americans of Bayside have 
been able to live close to their relatives 
without creating neighborhoods that 
would affront the sensitivities of their 
property-minded, hygiene-oriented, 
privacy-prizing Anglo neighbors" (p. 72). 

While economic prosperity allowed 
Portuguese-Americans less and less 
economic dependency during the past cen
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tury, they continued to stay together and 
shun participation in Anglo institutions, 
especially politics. Leder notes the fact 
that during the same time-period those 
enrolled in the various Portuguese
American societies increased signifi
cantly. He sees such voluntary associa
tions as functional in that they provide 
unity and mediate between the individual 
and the alien host society. Along with 
family institutions, the voluntary associa
tions give the community a coherence that 
is absent in Anglo society at large. This is 
demonstrated by the lower rates of 
juvenile delinquency, psychosis and 
alcoholism in the community. There was 
also an "impressively small" number of 
families on welfare and no current high 
school drop-outs. Leder concludes 
chapter IV by noting that "the behavior 
of the members of the Comunity does dif
fer significantly from that of the total 
population of Bayside." In fact, "the 
Portuguese-Americans are beating the 
Anglos at their own game" (p. 100). 

I see four types of audience for this 
book, which 1 will list in order of its im
portance for them: family specialists, 
academics interested in Portuguese
Americans, anthropologists, and the 
general Portuguese-American public. To 
my way of thinking, this book is an exam
ple of a consensus theory approach 
wherein the author set out to find internal 
consistency within the community being 
studied as well as differences between the 
encIaved community and the host society. 
Given the general tone of the book, which 
seems supportive of authority and order 
and critical of the social disorganization 
observed in Anglo society, it is not sur
prising that the author found what he was 
looking for. Yet it remains a useful 
description of a little-studied ethnic group 
in America. 

Eugene L. Mendonsa 
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Anderson, Grace M. and David 
Higgs. A Future to Inherit. 
Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart, 1976. Pp. & ix 200. 

Although Portuguese exploration of 
the Canadian and American coastline 
dates from the fifteenth century. and 
seasonal fishing from the sixteenth cen
tury. there was no large scale Portuguese 
settlement in Canada before the 1950s. By 
the early 1970s, over 110,000 Portuguese 
had migrated to Canada. The largest Por
tuguese communities were in Toronto 
(47,500), Montreal (17,000) and ,:an
couver (7,000), the three metropolItan 
centres which have received the bulk of 
Canada's post-war immigration from all 
countries of origin. Most of the other 
communities with more than a thousand 
Portuguese residents were in Ontario. In 
this study of Portuguese communities in 
Canada Anderson and Higgs review the 
early hi~tory of Portuguese contact with 
Canada subsequent Portuguese immigra
tion ~d the resulting settlements in 
vari~us parts of Canada. Four major 
periods of immigration were distin
guished: the pioneer immigrant phase 
(1953-1959), when male immigrants 
moved extensively around the country, 
working in agriculture, on the railroads 
and in isolated mining communities; the 
urbanized immigrant phase (1960-1967), 
when the early immigrants and slJbse
quent. often more skilled ones, se~t1ed in 
urban centres, frequently in OntariO, and 
brought their families to join them; the 
visitor phase (1967-1973), when, for a 
brief period, visitors were able to apply 
for immigrant status after arrival in 
Canada; and the second generation phase 
(1965-present), when the second genera
tion of Portuguese origin was reaching 
maturity. The authors examine the major 
institutions and organizations of the Por
tuguese Canadian communities - the 
family, education, the church, social an? 
community organizations, the press, polI
tics - and conclude with discussions of 
cultural identity and the future of the Por
tuguese in Canada. 

The volume, in the "Generations" 
series commissioned by Canadian govern· 
ment's Secretary of State of Multi
culturalism, is intended to provide a 
scholarly yet accessible history of one of 
the ethnic groups now settled in Canada . 
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Historical documents, sociological inter
views and a review of existing literature 
have been used in this study, the first 
comprehensive overview of the Por
tuguese in Canada. The bibliography 
highlights how sparse the sources on Por
tuguese in post-war Canada are: as with 
most ethnic groups in Canada, little 
research has been done. A Future to In
herit makes a useful contribution, pro
viding, as it does, an overview of Por
tuguese settlement, and this in a scholarly 
and, on the whole, readable fashion. 

I found. however. that some parts of 
the book were more satisfying than 
others. The cha:pters on settlements in 
various regions of Canada recounted the 
arrivals and settlement in particular cities. 
The amount of detail was uneven: for 
relatively large communities such as Ot
tawa, a half-page overview of the pattern 
of settlement was given, whereas for 
Missaussaga. with a much smaller Por
tuguese population, a page-long descrip
tion detailed the movements of the first 
few immigrants. Descriptions for other 
communities in south and southwestern 
Ontario were similarly detailed. Since an 
earlier overview had already vividly sum
marized the patterns of individual migra
tion, with illustrative case histories, this 
detail about a section of Ontario seemed 
disproportionate. Another weakness of 
these chapters was that some general 
points which were presented with respect 
to particular communities - the discus
sion of the relationship of ethnic 
organizations with the ethnic church, in
troduced in the section on Alberta, for in
stance - in fact applied to many com
munities. They could more appropriately 
have been discussed in the chapters on in
stitutions and organizations. 

The concluding chapter was also a 
disappointment. Its two and a half pages 
contain intriguing tidbits which were not 
elaborated either there or in the body of 
the book. For instance, in earlier parts of 
the study it was suggested that, of the two 
dominant cultural models in Canada, the 
Portuguese opted for the English. In the 
conclusion, however, noting that family 
life has been slow to change, the authors 
add, without further comment: "it is 
possible that the Portuguese family will 
approximate the French Canadian rather 
than the English Canadian family life 
style" (188). This appears to be a basic 
contradiction. 

My other major criticism concerns 
the treatment of women and of gender 
relations in the study. Like many other 
studies of ethnic groups, this one tends to 
be a "male centred" one, rather than one 
of the community as a whole. While 
almost all the initial migrants were men, 
they were joined in due course by Por
tuguese wives and fiancees. Why, then, 
summarize as follows: "Members of the 
first generation frequently work in the 
construction industry ... Their wives, for 
the most part, are employed in ... "? (187, 
emphasis added). After all, the women 
were members of the first generation also. 
Similarly, although the employment 
histories of a number of men were 
described, this was not done for any in
dividual women. Family business 
endeavors were described as the man·s. 
with the wife and children helping, even if 
it was the wife who was responsable while 
the husband maintained a waged job. 
Furthermore, although we have a very 
vivid sense of the male experience of im
migration, there is no comparable 
description for the woman's. Yet many of 
the women were entering industrialized 
work situations for the first time, and also 
coping with the strains of the double· 
working day of employee and 
homemaker, with neither family nor com
munity support systems. There also seems 
to be a contradiction between what was 
summarized as the continuing importance 
of the nuclear and patriarchal family in 
the Portuguese communities and what 
was described elsewhere in the study. The 
social interaction described was largely 
among adult male relatives and in-laws, 
hardly an emphasis on the nuclear family. 
Unfortunately, the hints of strains in the 
patriarchy, caused in part by the women's 
enforced independence while waiting 
several years to join their husbands in 
Canada, by their subsequent wage work, 
and by cultural contrasts between Por
tugal and Canada, received little enalysis. 

Despite these criticisms, A Future to 
Inherit makes an important contribution 
to the study of Portuguese communities in 
Canada. It has already become recognized 
as a major reference source on the sub
ject, one from which others can build. 

Ann B. Denis 

• 
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Pap, Leo. The Portuguese
Americans. Boston: Twayne 
Publishers, 1981. Pp. x + 300. 

The author, an immigrant from 
Switzerland, first became interested in the 
Portuguese while a graduate student at 
Columbia University. His dissertation 
was published in 1949 under the title 
Portuguese-American Speech; an Outline 
0/ Speech Conditions among Portuguese 
Immigrants in New England and Else
where in the United States. Becoming 
more interested in cultural anthropology 
and social science, he began gathering in
formation on Portuguese settlement and 
immigrant life. This research involved 
making repeated visits to Portuguese 
communities in the New England area, 
around New York, in California and in 
Hawaii. He interviewed many informants 
and observed the Portuguese immigrants 
in their daily activities while also perusing 
between 8,000 and 10,000 issues of Por
tuguese immigrant newspapers. Dr. Pap 
also consulted many libraries and com
piled a bibliography of some 800 entries 
of primary and secondary sources which 
made some reference to the Portuguese in 
the United States while still working on 
the present volume. The information was 
published in 1976 as The Portuguese in 
the United States: A Bibliography. The 
present work is, therefore, the result of 30 
years of interest in, contact with, and 
research on the Portuguese immigrants in 
the United States. 

Professor Pap's book is divided into 
two parts. The first part consists of seven 
chapters dealing with the history of Por
tuguese settlement in the United States 
from the discovery of North America to 
the period of mass immigration between 
1958 and the present. The second part 
also consists of seven chapters. They deal 
with the socioeconomic and cultural 
aspects of Portugese immigrant life. This 
is followed by forty-two pages of exten
sive documentation and a bibliography 
containing 170 items. A major part ofthe 
notes and references supplement the in
formation provided in the text and should 
not be overlooked. Black and white 
photographs show typical Portuguese
Americans at home, at work, or par
ticipating in their "festas." Numerous 
charts provide statistics on yearly im
migration, population distribution, sex 

and age ratios, types of employment, etc. 
According to Dr. Pap, the story of 

the Portuguese in America begins with the 
very first appearance of Europeans in the 
Western Hemisphere. He discusses the 
various theories concerning Portuguese 
discoveries of America prior to Columbus 
in addition to well-known visits of Por
tuguese navigators to our shores. His ac
count of Portuguese participation in the 
Spanish expeditions led by Hernando de 
Soto, Francisco Vazquez de Coronado 
and Hernando Cortes is probably a 
revelation to most lusophiles. 

Of great interest is the information 
provided on the earliest Portuguese set
tlers in this hemisphere on the coast of 
Cape Breton Island and the Sephardic 
Jews in New Amsterdam, Newport, 
Savannah, Charleston, New Haven, 
Philadelphia and Boston. The alleged 
Portuguese origin of the so-called 
Melungeons or Croatans in the Smoky 
Mountains area of eastern Tennessee, 
western North Carolina, southwestern 
Virginia and eastern Kentucky is also very 
interesting. According to local tradition, a 
group of sailors, who had either mutinied 
or been shipwrecked, intermarried with 
Indians and Negroes around the middle of 
the eighteenth century. Other versions 
state that they were left ashore by pirates 
or were actually traders who intermarried 
with Indians and English settlers. The 
Portuguese presence on the ships of John 
Paul Jones, Oliver Hazard Perry and the 
famed French pirate leader Jean Lafitte, 
as well as in the armies of George 
Washington, is very well documented. 

Following the Colonial Period, 
Azoreans and Capeverdeans began to set
tle in the New England area, followed by 
Madeirans and Continentals. Other Por
tuguese settlements began to spring up in 
California, Louisiana, Illinois, New 
Jersey, Hawaii, etc. The author examines 
these communities in detail, providing 
names, dates, employment statistics and 
other information about their place of 
origin and their role in their adopted com
munities. Having consulted the United 
States census for 1930, the author ascer
tained that there were at least some Por
tuguese in every state of the Union 
down to one foreign-born each in North 
and South Dakota. 

After tracing the history of Por
tuguese settlement in the United States, 
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Dr. Pap proceeds to examine the 
socioeconomic and cultural aspects of 
contemporary Portuguese immigrant life. 
The chapters in this part of the book are 
entitled: Individual and Family, 
Economic Conditions, The Portuguese 
Immigrant Community and its Institu
tions, Portuguese Immigrant Institutions 
(Continued), The Holy Ghost Festival 
and Other Celebrations, Portuguese 
Cultural Traditions in Daily Life, From 
Portuguese to American: A Synthesis and 
Appraisal. Many of these chapters are in 
turn subdivided into more specific topics. 

Professor Pap brings together some 
data on the sex ratio and age structure of 
the Portuguese immigrant population as 
well as on birth and death rates, health 
conditions, and on various bodily or 
"racial" characteristics, chiefly because 
of their bearing or dependence on social 
and cultural conditions. He discusses the 
immirant's educational background and 
mentality and includes statistics on in
telligence. This information is drawn 
from various testing instruments. He then 
compares the scores of Portuguese im
migrant children with those of children in 
other immigrant groups. Beliefs and 
superstitions are also recorded as well as 
information on family structure and the 
position of women in the family and in 
the community. 

The author examines the Portu
guese in the fishing industry, in the fac
tories, in agriculture, and points out some 
of the differences between the rural and 
the urban Portuguese immigrant. He also 
gathers information on community con
science, mutual aid societies, social and 
civic organizations, the role of the Church 
and the newspapers in the community. 
Language, verbal art, music, dance, food 
habits and culinary art are not over
looked. Such exhaustive and meticulous 
research is indeed commendable. 

As the author states, he aimed his 
writing at the intelligent lay reader as well 
as the specialized scholar. In our opinion, 
he successfully struck a balance between 
narrative and analysis. Part I is arranged 
chronologically as a history of immigra
tion and settlement and can be read as an 
historical novel. Part II is organized more 
from the viewpoint of descriptive social 
science, but it also provides easy and in
teresting reading. One can read one part 
of the book without reading the other and 
still not feel at a loss. That is to say, each 

study could have been published as a 
separate work. 

As previously stated, the notes and 
references should not be overlooked in 
reading this work. We suggest that they be 
read along with the text because some of 
the notes run almost a whole page and 
add substatially to the information 
already provided in the text. The notes 
also include full bibliographical listings of 
some documentary sources which are not 
included in the bibliography. These 
references supplement the material 
already contained in the bibliography and 
provide the reader with a wealth of 
primary and secondary source material on 
the Portuguese immigrants in the United 
States. 

Dr. Pap's bibliography is divided 
into six parts: Portuguese Immigrant 
Periodicals, Books and Articles Dealing 
Primarily with the Portuguese in the 
United States, Government Reports Con
taining Data on the Portuguese in the 
United Sates, Various Non-governmental 
Sources Containing Scattered References 
to the Portuguese in the United States, 
Background Materials on Portugal, 
Miscellaneous. Two of these parts are 
subdivided into geographical areas: New 
England, California, Hawaii, Various 
Parts of the United States. Such a division 
allows the reader to locate immediately 
source material of special interest to 
himself. 

We congratulate Professor Pap on 
his outstanding contribution to 
knowledge of the Portuguese -in the 
United States. We know of no work 
which has ever delved so thoroughly into 
an examination of this ethnic group and 
we recommend that every Portuguese
American read it. 

Gilbert Cavaco 

• 
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Braga, Thomas J. Portingales: 
Poems, Preface by George 
Monteiro. Providence: Gavea
Brown, 1981. Pp. 64. 

Like their intriguing title, these 
poems by Thomas Braga are witty, rich, 
lush, baroque, and lyrical. "Portingales" 
works as an improbable portmanteau 
word suggesting a mating of "Por
tuguese" and "Nightingale," in which 
song and ethnicity merge. Yet there is also 
a subdued marine metaphor, a trope of 
spiritual navigation that continues the 
enterprise of Prince Henry by bringing the 
wayfarer if not home, at least to a safe 
mooring after the dark peril of an ocean 
crossing. Any port in a storm-or a 
gale-even if that port happens to be the 
spindle city of "Folrive." 

Braga's archetypal wanderer, his 
Ishmael, he calls "I-'Quee," a fugitive 
from the green isles of the Azores who 
now finds himself beached in Mas
sachusetts, the Puritan State, and in
heriting the mixed blessings of a "Family 
manor" that remains "tucked" behind 
other "quadrangular tenements." 1
'Quee's spirit is both nourished and stifl
ed by his displacement, for while the 
squalor of his upbringing is real, so too is 
the depth of his religious and cultural 
heritage. Indeed, in poems like "Codfish 
Cakes," culture becomes religion, as the 
cakes themselves "sizzle in holy oils" and 
transubstantiate into "greasy hosts 
dished out to each/in kitchens of briny 
Ports ... " 

Like the Metaphysical that he is, 
I-'Quee never loses his grip on the im
mediate and the tactile; his chants are 
filled with the sights, sounds, and smells 
of felt-life. His catalogues are litanies of 
the good things of the earth, observed 
with wit and directness; another movable 
feast, "Bacalhau," is both a classic ode 
and a savory classic recipe! Sometimes 
I-'Quee is too much the sentimentalist, 
embalming a waxen and overly-perfumed 
past. Yet his basically eucharistic vision of 
life brings us to the final paradox of these 
remarkable poems. 

Unknown to himself, I-'Quee has 
suffered a sea-change. He sees the conflict 
of what Qeorge Monteiro in his fine 
preface calls "the hypenated American" 
as a battle between the Shepherd and the 
Puritan. In "Emily B.," it is the Puritan 
bitch-goddess, "like a cod bespec

tacled/in fundamentalist pose" who re
jects his love because her parents object to 
both his race and his religion: "You are 
Catholic. You are 'Quee." Yet it is 
1-'Quee's sensuous Catholic heritage, 
darkened by the cold shadow of American 
Puritanism, that allows him to celebrate 
so passionately and so mystically the 
things of his world. At the same time, like 
almost all hyphenated Americans, he un
consciously preserves what is truest and 
most authentic about the customs, the at
titudes, the culture that asserts it was 
"here first" and which ironically regards 
him and his kind with disdain. 

As Henry Beetle Hough points out in 
his little-read novel, The New England 
Story, most Yankees sell their birthright 
for a mess of pottage as soon as the an
tique dealer arrives. Similarly, many 
second-generation Americans abandon 
their cultural heritage in a mad rush to 
climb the thorny ladder of Upward Social 
Mobility. I-'Quee has kept the treasure of 
his own culture, but he has also absorbed, 
all unknowingly, the best of what the 
Puritans had to offer. He is more Por
tuguese than the Portuguese in a poem 
like "Ash Wednesday," and he is more 
Puritan than the Puritans in a poem like 
"Amelie America." The former is a fine 
Miserere; the latter a fine Jeremiad. One 
is pure Catholicism; the other pure 
Puritanism. 

But Braga is at his best in works like 
"Cranberries" and "Folrive," which syn
thesize these extremes in a new and 
memorable conjunction. Here public 
culture and private experience come fully 
together, and the nightingale sings. But let 
me warn my readers that this is a 
twentieth-century nightingale, a pop
artist who incorporates cans of Ocean 
Spray cranberry sauce into his art as easily 
as he coos a melodious lullaby. The 
darkness in which he sings is, too, a 
twentieth-century one. While the darkness 
is made more bearable by Braga's lyrics, it 
also is freshly illuminated by the surreal 
emblems of Rogerio Silva, which nicely 
counterpoint yet never dominate the 
poems. Both together make this volume. 
in all ways, a truly beautiful book. 

Barton Levi St. Armand 

• 
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Felix, John Henry and Peter F. 
Senecal. The Portuguese in 
Hawaii. Honolulu. The authors, 
1978. Pp. xx+ 182. 

The immigrantion of Portuguese 
men, women, and children from the 
Atlantic islands as contract laborers to 
Hawaii began in 1878. In the period bet
ween 1878 and 1913 some twenty-nine 
ships brought people, some of whom stiD 
survive, and some of whom were the 
forebearers of an undetermined number 
of Hawaii-born residents. According to 
Felix and Senecal's list of significant 
events, by 1967 the Portuguese popula
tion in Hawaii had reached 21,270. Some 
arrivals did not stay. Up to 1898, Hawaii 
was not yet part of the United States. 

Over the years, the Portuguese and 
others had put into writing accounts of 
various aspects of their experience, but at 
the time of the Centennial celebration 
there was no book in print devoted to the 
group, and -available materials were scat
tered and, in some cases practically inac
cessible. 

Clearly a labor of love, the book is 
divided into parts presenting interesting, 
varied materials on the migration, life in 
Hawaii, assimilation, and culture. There 
are also appendices, including Centennial
related material and it is in this context 
that the volume, published under the 
various pressures of having it ready for 
the hundred-year celebration, should be 
judged. In this sense, it is an attractive 
souvenir of those events and of the people 
who supported the efforts of the Por
tuguese Centennial Commission. 

The senior author of the volume was 
at the time and stiD is the consular 
representative of Portugal, and himself a 
distinguished member of the Portuguese
Hawaiian community. 

Drs. Felix and Senecal collaborated 
in assembling the material, some of which 
is original and not previously available. 
Not least of the merits of the book are the 
varied illustrations, recalling both the Old 
World roots and the Hawaiian days. 

It is to be hoped that the book may 
be revised for a paper edition, since the 
subject matter is of lasting interest to 
residents of Hawaii and its visitors. 

It is with this hope that some of the 
following comments are made so that they 
can be taken into consideration if such a 
new edition is to be published. Failing 
that, the remarks may have some value 
for an outsider or for the writer or writers 
interested in a "fully developed history of 
the Portuguese experience in" the islands 
which the authors refer to in their in
troduction. 

Part of the author's task was to make 
a selection of materials and offer samp
lings of such items. For example, only 
about ten pages of a possible forty or fifty 
of the splendidly detailed journal of ' the 
1887-1888 trip from Madeira to Hawaii of 
the ship, Thomas Bell, as rendered into 
English by Lucille de Silva Canario, 
daughter of one of Hawaii's most loved 
Protestant ministers, are included in the 
new publication. Only three of Elma T. 
Cabral's evocations of various aspects of 
the Portuguese experience in Hawaii, first 
published in Paradise oj the Pacific, are 
found here, and without the attractive 
drawings which gave visual appeal to the 
text. 

It is to be hoped that Drs. Felix and 
Senecal's "significant step" towards the 
history of Hawaii's Portuguese leads to 
further publications, by them, and by 
others. It is an on-going history; the role 
of the Portuguese in the development of 
Hawaii is still vital, and there are many 
discoveries yet to be made. 

Edgar C. Knowlton, Jr. 
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"LES BORGES". 1978. 
Realiza~ao de Marilu Mallet, 
produ~ao do Office National 
du Film du Canada. 60 min. 
Distribui~ao: Office National 
du Film i National Film Board 
- International Distribution 
-p.0. Box 6100 - Montreal, 
P.Q. H3C 3H5 Canada. Tel. 
(514) 333-3333. 

Para os diferentes especialistas das 
cit\ncias sociais, 0 estudo de mals este 
componente do colorido mosaico etnico 
canadiano mostra-se de elevado interesse. 
Com efeito, parece nile Set exagerado 
afirmar que vivem presentemente no 
Canada cerca de um quarto de milhilo de 
portugueses. 

Reconhecendo a necessidade de coligir 
dados e documenta~o que facilitem a 
compreensio destes neo-canadianos, 0 

Office National du Film resolveu, em boa 
hora, encarregar a cineasta Marilu Mallet, 
chilena de origem, de realizar um 
documentano focando a integra~o social 
de uma famllia imigrante portuguesa. 

Estabelecida no Quebec desde 1973, a 
realizadora viveu ela mesma a experiancia 
de imigrante numa provlncia onde 0 
recem-chegado se va muitas vezes for~do 
a tomar partido em questOes de que tem 
urn desconheclmento quase total. Silo de 
Marilu Mallet as seguintes palavras: "0 
que mais me interessava em Os Borges, 

desde 0 primeiro momento, era estudar os 
problemas criados aos imigrantes quando 
estes decidem integrar-se no meio quebe
quense, de sensibilizar 0 publico do 
Quebec para 0 fenomeno da imigra~o. 
mostrar aos quebequenses 0 que e a vida 
de um imigrante, facilitar-Ihes a ,com· 
preensilo do problema ... assim como a 
perce~o da classe trabalhadora, par
ticularmente no sector do cheap /Qbour". 

Embora haja quem ponha a contenda 
do Quebec em termos linguisticos, a 
situ~ilo e muito mals complexa, dado 
que se trata efectivarnente de todo urn 
processo historico em que; mals cedo ou 
mais· tarde, 0 imigrante e actor. Neste 
filme, a realizadora desce as ralzes do pro
blema quando descreve 0 porqut\ da im
jgra~ilo da familia Borges. OrigioAria do 
Norte de Portugal, parece tratar-se de 
uma familia tlpica. Com efeito, Manuel 
Borges, como tantas centenas de milhar 
de emigrantes portugueses, nilo deixou 
"voluntariamente" a sua terra natal. SO 
muito rararnente uma pessoa com mais de 
cinquenta anos deixa 0 seu pals para ir 
trabalhar no estrangeiro. Foi antes a 
estagna~o economica de Portugal, 0 

regime poUtico e as guerras coloniais que 
este apoiava. que empurraram Manuel e 
Ester Borges para a aventura da 
emigra~o. 

Na sociedade que acolhe 0 imigrante, 
existem certos interesses que determinam 
as caracterlsticas demograficas desta 
popula~o. Na maloria dos palses impor
tadores de milo de obra, esta insere-se nos 
sectores de emprego em que existe uma 
notAvel cart\ncia de trabalhadores. Nilo 
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raro, na America do Norte como na 
Europa, os "importados" ocupam-se de 
trabalhos ha muito abandonados pelas 
popul~Oes locais. 

Em Os Borges este aspecto do 
fenomeno migratorio e explicitamente in
dicado, pois tanto 0 marido como a 
esposa tem empregos que os canadianos 
de "velha data" recusam. E de alta 
craveira tecnica a descri¢o feita pela 
cAmara. Mesmo 0 menos politizado dos 
espectadores se apercebe facilmente da 
dupla explora~ao de que sao vitimas os 
imigrantes: como operarios numa 
sociedade capitalista e como estrangeiros. 
Ajunte-se 0 factor idade e comprende-se 
perfeitamente 0 caso da familia Borges. 
Embora vitimas de urna explora¢o 
desenfreada, e bern evidente uma certa 
mobilidade social que, neste filme, se 
traduz nos casos dos dois filhos dos 
Borges, ambos residentes na regiao Mon· 
trealense. Um, P1oriano, e agente de 
seguros; 0 outro, Carlos, e animador 
social num municipio dos arredores. A 
escolha dos personangens revela um 
pouco da problernatica linguistica propria 
do Quebec. Se P1oriano envia os filhos t 
escola inglesa, Carlos, casado com urna 
canadiana francesa, encontra-se ipso fac
to inserido no meio francofone. Quanto a 
Manuel Borges, depois de ter vivido nove 
anos em Montreal, ainda niio fala nern 
frances nem ingles. Como ele bem ex· 
plica: "14 tentei seguir cursos noctumos 
mas a rninha idade e 0 cansa~ de dez 
horas de trabalho quotidiano eram 
demasiado para mim". 

Quase no fim do filme deparamos com 
um. di4logo de profundo significado. 
Manuel e Ester Borges interrogam-se 
sobre a possibilidade de se fixarem 
definitivamente no Canada ou de 
regressarem a Portugal. Tendo por 
motiva¢o inicial a acumula~io de um pe
queno pecUlio para urna velhice mais 
risonha, Manuel Borges ainda sonha ern 
voltar para a sua casinha sita perto de 
Ovar. Ester Borges, mais realista, repete 
que e no Canada que !em os mhos e os 

netos, que foi neste pais que fizeram tan
tos sacrificios. Ester Borges apresenta 
uma imagem de mulher irnigrante com
bativa, qualidade que e partilhada por 
muitas das suas compatriotas. Nilo 
aceitando urna situa~o que as torna 
cidadiis de segunda classe, silo mulheres 
como Ester Borges que tomam a iniciativa 
de se proteger da expiora~iio de que silo 
vitimas. De facto, para a grande maioria 
dos imigrantes com reduzidas 
qualifica~Oes escolares, os potenciais sec
tores de emprego Iimitam-se ao trabalho 
nalgurna fabrica, ao servi~ de mulher de 
Iimpeza ou a certas ocup~s em 
restaurantes e hoteis. Qualquer que seja a 
o~o, estes empregos silo geralmente 
caracterizados pelas mas condi~oes de 
trabalho e por fracas remunera~Oes 
salariais. 

Sem duvida que se trata de um 
documentario bem i1ustrativo das con
di~Oes sociais e psicolOgicas ern que se 
debatem rnilhoes de irnigrantes. Alem de 
servir de veiculo de conscientiza~o dos 
proprios irnigrantes, toda uma rnirlade de 
assuntos relacionados com 0 processo 
rnigratOrio e aqui focada. Trabalhadores 
socia is e pessoas intcressadas na 
ernigra~o portuguesa poderiio encontrar 
temas para reflexao. Os Borges tambem 
pode ser de grande utilidade quando 
usado no quadro de cursos sobre rela~ 
etnicas, grupos rninoritarios e sociologia 
das rnigr~oes. Pedagogicamente pode 
servir de compiemento as monografias de 
Grace M. Anderson e David Higgs (A 
Future to Inherit. Toronto: McClelland & 
Stewart, 1978) ou de Joiio Antonio 
Alpalhio eVictor M. Pereira da Rosa (A 
Minority in a Changing Society. Ottawa: 
University of Ottawa Press, 1980). 

Uma unica nota discordante: dado que, 
ate ao momento de redigir estas linhas. sO 
existe a versao original narrada e iegen
dada em frances. 0 filme nao e indicado 
para llm publico exclusivamente 
anglofone. Esperemos que surja em breve 
uma versio em lfngua inglesa. 

Victor M. Pereira da Rosa 



Novos New 
colaboradores contributors 

ANNA BRITD-A Portuguese immunologist living in the United States. She has studied 
Medicine in Lisbon and lived in Glasgow. (More biographical information in this issue.) 

GILBERTR. CA VACD-A Ph.D. in Portuguesefrom New York University, he is now Associate 
Professor ofPortuguese at Providence College, where he did his undergraduate work. Professor 
Cavaco's major publication is the Luso Brazilian Studies Survey. He has also published on Fer
nando Pessoa, the subject of his doctoral dissertation. 

JDSE FRANCISCO. COSTA-Com um bacharelato em Historia, pela Universidade de Lisboa, e 
uma Licenciatura em Estudos Portugueses e Ensino Bilingue, pela Universidade de Brown, e 
orientador de Professores Bilingues no New England Bilingual Education Service Center. Poeta, 
tem-se dedicado sobretudo ii musica como autor e inter prete. Em 1982, foi 0 vencedor do Segundo 
Festival da Canflio Imigrante das Americas. 

ANN B. DENIS-Associate Professor in the Department of Sociology/Anthropology of the 
University ofDttawa, Canada. Holder ofthe M. S. and the Ph.D. in Economics from the London 
School ofEconomics, she has written several articles on education, ethnic relations, and woman 
studies. She has co-authored, with Raymond Murphy, Sociological Theories of Education 
(McGraw-Hill, 1979). 

EDGAR C. KNDWLTDN, JR.-Professor in the Department of European Languages at the 
University ofHawaii at Manoa. He received his Ph.D. from Harvard University with a disserta
tion written under the direction of Professor Francis Rogers. He has long studied and written 
about the Portuguese in Hawaii. 

FRANCES COOK MACGREGDR-Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery (Sociology) at the 
Institute ofReconstructive Plastic Surgery at the New York University Medical Center. She is the 
author of various books, among which are Twentieth Century Indialls (1941), Social Science in 
Nursing (1960), After Plastic Surgery: Adaptation and Adjustment· (1979), and co-author, with 
Margaret Mead, of Growth and Culture (1951). 

VIEIRA DO CANTO. MAIA- 'J4 free-lance writer in New York. " 

100AD TEIXEIRA DE MEDEIRDS-Nasceu em Fall River, Mass., em 1901, onde vive. Entre 
1910 e 1930, viveu na terra de seus pais, a Pedreira do Nordeste, S. Miguel, Afores. Embora 
escreva versos, sobretudo quadras, hd mais de sessenta anos, so em 1966 se atreveu a publicar 0 

primeiro poema, no jomal A~ores, de Ponta Delgada. Dnesimo Teotonio Almeida seleccionou, 
organizou e prefaciou uma coleetlinea dos seus poemas que a Gavea-Brown publicou, sob 0 titulo 
de Do Tempo e de Mim (1982). 
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EUGENE L. MENDONSA-Assistant Professor of Anthropology at the University of Califor
nia, Los Angeles, He is the author ofThe Politics of Divination and several articles about Africa 
and Portugal. 

MARIA LuISA NUNES-A native of Providence, Rhode Island, she holds the B.A. from 
Rodcliffe College, the M.A. from Columbia University, and the Ph.D. from City University of 
New York. Assistant Professor ofPortuguese at Yale University, between 1972 and 1978, she is 
now Associate Professor of Portuguese at the University ofPittsburgh. 

MANUEL L. PONTE-Director of International Operations of Quintessenz Verlags, (Berlin, 
West Germany), in St. Louis, Missouri. A native ojS. Miguel, Aj:ores, he was thefirst Azorean to 
receive a Buckley scholarship to do undergraduate studies at Harvard University. He travels fre
quently, particularly to Latin American, and has published articles in periodicals in various coun
tM. 

PHILIP L. QUINN-William Herbert Perry Founce Professor ofPhilosophy at Brown Universi
ty. He is the Secretary-Treasurer of the American Philosophica/ Association, Eastern Division, 
and the author of various papers in philosophy of science odn philosophy of religion. His book 
Divine Commands and Moral Requirements was published by OJiford University Press in 1978. 

VICTOR M. PERElERA DA ROSA-Professor dectivo no Departamento de Soci%gia/An
tropologia da Universidade de Ottawa, Canada. Publicou diversos trabalhos em revistas 
cient(jicas em varios palses. it co-autor de Les Portugais du Quebec (1979), pubJicado em edi¢es 
rrQormuladas em ingles (A Minority in a Changing Society) e, em portugul!s, Da Emigra~o a 
Acultura~, a sair em breve. it aimia co-autor de Heritage of the North American Indian People 
(1982). 

FRANK G. ROTHMAN-Professor ofBiology at Brown University. With a Ph.D. in Chemistry 
from Harvard University, he has done postdoctoral work at University of Wisconsin, Modison, 
and at M.I. T. His area of current research is cell differentiation in a lower eukayrote, Dic
tyostelium discoideum. For three consecutive years he received a Medical Science Student A ward 
for Excellence in Teaching, at Brown University. 

AGOSTINHO DA SILVA-O flldsofo partugui!s Jose Marinho chamou-Ihe "0 sabio 
Agostinho". Demitido de professor do liceu por Salazar, colaborou no Seara Nova e publicou 
uma longa serie de "Cademos Culturals" que se tomaram celebres. Em universidodes do 
Brasil,agiu em defesa e proJiaga¢o do cultura de rafus portuguesas. No Japiio, fundou um centro 
de estudos luso-brasileiros. Autor po/{grojo e espantosamente erudito, e muito conhecido 0 seu 
Um Fernando Pessoa. A revista Tulane Studies in Romance Languages dedicou-/he total mente um 
numero especial (n°. 10,1980). 

BARTON LEVI ST. ARMAND-Eamed his degrees at Brown University, in the American 
Civilization Program, where is now a Professor ofEnglish. A pub/ishd poet himself, he has writ
ten on Poe, H. P. Lovecrajt, Frost, Cooper and other American authors. 
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